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The BG News 
HURSDAY, Oct. 22,  1998 A daily independent student press Volume 85 
■ Falcon volleyball loses 
fifth straight. 
■ Men's soccer heads 
south for 2 crucial MAC 
games this weekend. 
■ Yankees sweep San 
Diego to win the World 
Series, 5-4. 
■ Investigative judge 
cites grim cases in arrest 
order against former 
Chilean dictator. 
■ Editors set new date 
for achieving racial 
parity. 
■ New warnings issued 
against mixing alcohol 
and pain killers. 
■ Racist serial killer 
convicted of killing 2. 
■ Nitrate pollution in 












'Those of us who 
refuse to risk and grow 
gef swallowed up by 
life." 
Patty Hansen 
Visit our new website 
soon for interactive 





If you have a news tip or 
have an Idea for a story, 
call anytime and ask to 
speak with an editor. 
372-6966 
□ The mayor of Bowling 
Green set up a scholarship to 
help students in the aviation 
program. 
By BRANDI BARHITE 
 The BG News  
When he talks about flying, his eyes 
light up and the memories come pouring 
out. He has flown over 7,000 hours. He 
recalls losing engines, bailing out his crew, 
and flying in China during World War II. 
Wes Hoffman, mayor of Bowling Green, 
is a lifelong pilot who has an immense pas- 
sion for flying and for making BGSU a pre- 
miere institute in the field of aviation. 
This year, the Wesley K. Hoffman 
Endowed Scholarship has been established 
to benefit a student enrolled in the College 
of Technology's aviation studies program 
each year. 
Hoffman said the scholarship is aimed at 
assisting a student interested in aviation 
and to promote interest in the aviation 
studies program. Hoffman pledged $10,000 
dollars to the scholarship fund. 
"It has been a labor of love," Hoffman 
said. "I've spent 27 years in the Air Force. 
You can't spend that much time in a pro- 
fession without becoming fascinated with 
it." 
He said he loves flying because it gets 
him away from everyday life and makes 
him feel free. 
"Being above the earth gives you a sense 
of freedom," he said. "You lose sense of 
confinement in the air." 
Hoffman said he wants to see the schol- 
arship go to someone who is highly moti- 
vated, a self-starter and wants to have a 
Still flying 
high 
"Being above the earth gives you a sense of freedom. 




"I'm not looking for another John Glenn, 
just people who feel compelled to make 
growth in aviation," Hoffman said. "You 
need someone who has a love of flying." 
Ashel Bryan, founder of the scholarship, 
said it is important to have scholarships for 
aviation students because there has been a 
decline in pilots. He said the military is not 
training as many as they have in previous 
years, yet more pilots than ever are needed. 
"It is very important to society, as it is to 
Bowling Green, to have this scholarship," 
Bryan said. 
Hoffman said pilots are in demand now, 
and that with the increase in air travel, it is 
more important than ever to train pilots 
and grounds crews. 
Bryan also said the scholarship honors 
Hoffman's dedication to the aviation stud- 
ies program and the airport. 
Hoffman served as a B-24 navigator dur- 
ing World War II. After the war, he was a 
pilot and commander, flying bombers as 
part of the Strategic Air Command opera- 
tion. Between 1965-1969 he served as the 
University's professor of aerospace studies 
and commander of the ROTC program. 
Hoffman said in 1965 the aerospace pro- 
gram was still a part of the ROTC program 
and relatively few students were being 
trained to be pilots. He said from the start 
he wanted to expand the program and 
develop the airport. Before he left the avia- 
tion program he convinced the University 
to give academic credit to students in 
grounds school. 
In 1971 Hoffman became a University 
geography instructor and in 1972 he 
assumed  the position of safety-service 
• See HOFFMAN, page six. 
Ameiicorp works to educate, serve 
□ Americorp offers 
students the chance to 
become involved in 
improving communi- 
ties. 
By TRACY WOOD 
 The BG News  
Students looking for a way to 
give back to the community or 
who are unsure about what to do 
after graduation might want to 
get involved in Americorp. 
Americorp is a national ser- 
vice organization modeled after 
the Peace Corps. Members can 
be placed anywhere in the Unit- 
ed States for an entire year, 
directing their efforts to work 
within a community to meet spe- 
cific goals or challenges. 
Americorp is looking for 
members who gain personal sat- 
isfaction from helping others and 
getting things done in our com- 
munities. Some of the services 
members of Americorp become 
involved in include cleaning up 
parks, getting kids back into 
school, teaching and tutoring 
kids to read and other communi- 
ty service projects. 
Carmen Everett, junior clinical 
psychology major, is currently 
involved in Americorp and has 
taken a year off of school in order 
to serve the Bowling Green com- 
munity. 
Everett works at the Chil- 
dren's Resource Center here in 
Bowling Green as an assistant 
behavioral specialist. Everett 
works with kids in an after- 
school program and helps them 
do homework, socialize and set 
goals. 
"I think when you give to 
other people you get a lot back, 
and in order for us to see growth 
in our kids, we must work 
together toward one goal and as 
a team, and that's what Ameri- 
corp does," Everett said. 
Some of the duties as an 
Americorp member include serv- 
ing the community, striving for 
safety in the community, and 
enhancing education. According 
• See AMERICORP, page six. 
ARA marches 
for human 
rights at rally 
□ ARA is holding a 
rally in the Union Oval 
to protest police 
brutality and advocate 
human rights. 
By BRANDI BARHITE 
The BG News 
- 
She lived in Bellevue, Ohio 
which had one minority family 
in the entire city. Every day she 
heard jokes about that minority 
family, every day she got mad- 
der. They were not laughing at 
her, but they might as well have 
been. 
Katie Claus, freshman art 
major, is a bi-racial student. She 
said her hometown did not know 
her race and could not tell. She 
said she wants to stop the hate 
and violence because she thinks 
everyone needs to be respected. 
Claus has taken her motiva- 
tion and applied it to the Univer- 
sity's Anti-Racist Action organi- 
zation (ARA). She said she got 
involved because she believes in 
fair treatment and said everyone 
must be respected. 
Today ARA is striving to make 
an impact by holding a rally in 
conjunction with the National 
Day of Protest for human rights 
and against police brutality at 
5:30 p.m. in the Union Oval. 
Claus said ARA will be marching 
against people wrongly beaten 
by police. 
"It is something I've always 
believed in," Claus said. "I lived 
in Bellevue which had one black 
family. I heard racist jokes about 
that family everyday. What the 
people didn't know is that I am 
bi-racial." 
The rally will start at the 
Union Oval. Their march will 
take them down Court Street, 
Main Street, and Wooster Street. 
Lynnette Berkey, senior public 
relations major, said police bru- 
tality is primarily a minority 
issue stemming from hate and 
discrimination. She said the rally 
will be condemning violence. 
Participants in the rally are urged 
to wear black. Berkey said wear- 
ing black is a symbol of unity 
and coming together for a com- 
mon cause. 
"The theme is to fight against 
police brutality, but also a human 
rights issue in general," Berkey 
said. 
Berkey said police brutality is 
• See ARA, page six. 
Sign me up 
TT 
BG News Photo/MATT DAMN 
A senior University student buy* a raffle ticket tot the Beyond BG Senior Challege. The tick- 
ets can be purchased Wednesdays and Thursdays at various campus locations from 11 
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. The drawing Is April 22, 1999. Tickets start at $10. 
highlights 
travel options 
□ Study Abroad Fair 
presents students with 
information about sev- 
eral opportunities. 
AMYJO L. BROWN 
 The BG News  
Imagine studying in Australia, 
China, Italy, or Mexico. Is the 
idea of living in a foreign country 
appealing? Is the idea of getting 
there overwhelming? 
If it is, the Center for Interna- 
tional Programs hopes that stu- 
dents will find information more 
accessible at the Study Abroad 
Fair. 
Representatives from many 
study abroad programs will be 
available to meet and speak with 
students at the Lenhart Ballroom 
today from 11 a.m. until 3 p.m. 
Along with the University, 
other colleges, such as Cleveland 
State, University of Toledo, and 
Butler Collegp, will feature their 
academic programs for studying 
abroad. By bringing in other pro- 
grams, the University is expand- 
ing the number of countries 
available to students, said Kevin 
O'Keefe, International Student 
Services Intern. 
Traveling through a program 
other than the University's is not 
difficult; however, in order for 
course credit to be transferred, 
students should make sure they 
discuss their schedule with their 
advisors, says Ian Keil, intern at 
the Center for International Pro- 
grams. 
Also represented at the fair 
will be two travel agencies, Holi- 
day Travel and Campus World 
• See ABROAD, page six. 
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Are equal rights just for women? 
"Feminism n 1: the doctrine 
advocating the same social, political, 
and economic rights for tvomen as 
for men. 2: the various movements 
dedicated to achieving these rights." 
- The Wordsmyth English 
Dictionary-Thesaurus 
The above definition, to me at 
least, means feminists are those 
who strive for a reality in which 
women are equal to men. More 
implicitly, and off center, it 
means both men and women can 
be feminists. 
I wholeheartedly support the 
idea of equality among the sexes. 
I love this pure and simple theo- 
ry of feminism. Yet 1 cannot sub- 
scribe as our modem day reality 
of feminism grossly belies its 
own foundation; thus creating an 
aura of hypocrisy and double 
standards. 
My problem comes with the 
application of feminism. While 
feminism is rooted in equality it 
isn't practiced in equality. Many 
feminists today avidly and tena- 
ciously fight for their freedom of 
choice. Their freedom to have an 
abortion regardless of what other 
people say. My problem is that 
pro-choice feminists aren't inter- 
ested in the father's rights, just 
their own. 
Here enters a subargument 
that a fetus or embryo isn't 
human until the third trimester 
f V 
or even birth; hence, the father 
has no right to a 'lump of cells' 
inside the mother's body. But let 
me ask you, if no abortion were 
performed what would be the 
result? Obviously, a child would 
be bom. So, whether a fetus or 
embryo is considered a human at 
the time of conception or during 
pregnancy it WILL be upon birth. 
A baby is the product of two peo- 
ple who should have equal rights 
to said baby. 
Hmm, equal rights among 
males and females? That sounds 
like the definition of feminism. 
Then how can feminists argue 
that they have sole choice in the 
fate of a child? Maybe they 
define feminism differently. 
Nope, The National Organiza- 
tion for Women (NOW) defines 
feminism as, "the theory of the 
political, economic, and social 
equality of the sexes." 
And, as Carolyn C. Gargaro, a 
Pro-Life feminist believes, "True- 
feminism condemns those who 
support oppression - whether 
the oppression be against 
women, men, minorities, or the 
unborn." 
I don't want to argue whether 
abortion is a constitutional righ: 
or even moral. I don't want to 
engage the spin-off arguments 
from Roe vs. Wade. What I want 
to do is take a look at the under- 
lying theme of modem feminism. 
So, when NOW stands up and 
exclaims they have the sole right 
of choice, excluding men's right 
to that same choice, I ask why 
would anyone follow such an 
obviously blatant hypocritical 
assertion? It is NOW and all their 
members who belie the meaning 
of feminism in their promotion of 
female domination. 
Surely, women aren't misguid- 
ed and desperate enough to com- 
pletely abandon true feminism in 
the name of NOW's neo-femi- 
nism. If women have the right to 
choose an abortion so do the men 
they sleep with. If abortion is 
legal and feminism is equality 
then women and men both 
should have the right to choose. 
It only makes sense. In the name 
of feminism, how can anyone 
argue anything to the contrary? 
Don't get me wrong; I don't 
support    pro-choice    for   men 
because I am a man. I support it 
because it advocates equality. 
Feminism should be the destruc- 
tion of oppression and inequality 
and not the promotion of one 
gender. It is truly unfortunate 
that today's neo-feminists, NOW 
and associates, can't see that 
alienating men is anti-productive 
to their goal. It is the same reason 
Ghandi and Martin Luther King 
have had a more positive impact 
on racism than The Black Pan- 
thers. 
Beyond the contrasting femi- 
nistic viewpoints, some benign 
and some pure, lies some com- 
mon sense: Women become preg- 
nant as a result of sexual inter- 
course. There is no such thing ? ■; 
spontaneous conception. Ai ! 
this act of sexual intercour- 2 
requires two people. Semen fro. i 
the male and an egg from tl .• 
female are of equal importance i > 
baby making. Given that an 
unborn child is the product of 
two people, isn't it reasonable to 
conclude that both people should 
have an equal say in the unborn 
baby's life? 
Pro-choice should envelop 
women along with men. And 
feminists who argue differently 
aren't feminists at all, but, simply 
put, hypocrites. 
Rob Searfoss can be reached at 
rsearfo@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
Faculty continue debate over PC course 
0 
An intellectual mugging of BGSU students 
As many of you know, I have been making a public stink about the curriculum at 
BGSU. I believe that a variety of positions should be available to you, our students, in 
the curriculum on issues such as feminism, affirmative action, and multiculturalism. 
My colleagues and superiors, on the other hand, believe that we should require affir- 
mation of these concepts in the curriculum, and we do! They also believe that we should prevent 
criticism of these ideas in the curriculum, and we do! 
For the past four years, I have been attempting to include a course in the BGSU curriculum that 
presents the ideas of Charles Murray, Robert Bork, Thomas Sowell, Shelby Steele, Christina Hoff 
Sommers, Dinesh D'Souza, Warren Farrell, Clint Bollick and a variety of other critics of what I shall 
loosely call "political correctness." This course prospectus has received a most hostile reception. 
My requests for this course to be offered have been denied, cursed at and stonewalled. Even inde- 
pendent study for the purpose of having these books available to students was denied. This denial 
occurred after the semester had begun and the students had already bought the books and started 
to read. 
The book. Backlash, argues that the ideas of Sommers, in Who Stole Feminism pose a threat to 
feminist "progress." Indeed, Backlash is a required book in some courses which satisfy our "mul- 
ticultural" requirement. It is reasonable to present both of these books, require you, the students, 
to convince us that you understand the arguments of all of the above authors, and then leave you 
to decide what position you might wish to take on the matter. Instead, we require you to regur- 
gitate the profeminist Backlash and we prohibit the critical-of-feminism Who Stole Feminism! I am 
outraged! 
Are you insulted? You should be! You have been intellectually mugged. We have just told you 
that you are too dumb to make up your own mind about feminism; instead, you must be profem- 
inist to graduate from BGSU. If you don't like it, raise hell! Write your legislator. Sign a petition. 
Complain to the dean. Take over the Sociology Department offices. Contact the newspaper. We 
did this in the 1960s when we demanded that Marxists have a voice on campus; now you can do 
it in the 1990s to demand that someone other than Marxists have a voice on campus! The only 
thing you have to lose is the intellectual mugging that you are receiving from our requirements. 
Richard A. Zeller, Ph.D. 
Professor of Sociology 
» 
s 
Explore charges of **political correctness 
There's no need for a course on "political correctness" because, effectively, it already 
exists. Issues surrounding "political correctness" are staple to courses in departments and 
programs across the University. Freedom of speech, arguments over the existence of racism 
and sexism, the purpose of the university, etc., are all dealt with in any number of classes 
across any number of disciplines. They are also, undoubtedly, uniformly dealt with in a reasoned and 
reasonable way. 
However, there are other reasons for not sanctioning a course specifically on "political correctness" 
in the manner proposed by Dr. Zeller. The term "political correctness," like the term "pro-life," is not 
neutral. To accept the idea of "pro-life" on its own terms is to implicitly accept that those who do not 
oppose abortion are *anti*-life. 
Similarly, to accept "political correctness" in the way it is defined by Dr. Zeller, is to accept implicit- 
ly that the university's academic integrity is indeed being compromised by a so-called "liberal" agenr 
da. There is no evidence of this whatsoever. Like "liberal," the term "politically correct" has become a 
sort of dirty word, immediately defining those whom one refers to as PC as intolerant and entirely 
unobjective. It disingenuously follows, then, that if one is anti-PC one must, by definition, be tolerant 
and wholly objective. Right-wing intolerance is, thus, allowed to hide behind a smokescreen of 
fairmindedness. The class would be a forum for Dr. Zeller's own right-wing political agenda, disguised, 
of course, as an "objective" examination of the issues. To sanction such a course would be tantamount 
to the university officially sanctioning a neoconservative political agenda. 
Notwithstanding Dr. Zeller's suspect "surveys" there is simply no evidence to suggest a "politically 
correct" orthodoxy at BGSU. Merely crying "political correctness" avoids having to address the issues 
in any substantive way. If Dr. Zeller's claims are true (that all the departments and programs he's 
approached have refused to allow the course) perhaps he should consider what's wrong with the course 
itself, rather than assuming there's a fault with the University. Or is it that everybody is part of the lib- 
eral, left-wing, "politically correct" conspiracy? 
As with McCarthyism, the accusation itself is often taken for the evidence of "guilt." As a conse- 
quence, charges of "political correctness" are easy to level and difficult to refute. How can you prove 
to Chicken Little that the sky isn't falling, when he will so consistently go on believing the opposite 
regardless of all the evidence to the contrary? 
David Wall 
Ethnic Studies Instructor 
PEOPLE ON THE STREET 
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or TV but I've been keep- 
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"Yes. I'm a big baseball fan. I 
want the Padres to win." 
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Today's Birthday (Oct. 22). 
Once you figure oul your plan, 
the next step will be obvious. 
Changes are required, and 
maybe even a transformation. 
That's OK. You can do it, once 
you know where you're going. 
Friends and loved ones help you 
make a tough decision, and your 
life gets easier once that's over. 
Ariel (March 21 April 19) 
Today is a 5. You're learning 
about money in the coming phase: 
how to spend it. how to make it. 
what kind of work is most effec- 
tive. Figure out what great good 
you could do with it and you'll 
make it easier for the money to 
flow into your pocket. 
T«uru» (April 20-May 20) 
Today is a 5. You're putting up 
a good fight, but need to reassess 
the situation. Is this really neces- 
sary? If you'll get stronger or clos- 
er to your goals by joining forces 
with another, do so now. If you 
think you'll simply be a pawn in 
someone else's game, there's still 
time to escape. 
Gemini (Hay 21-June 21) 
Today is a 5. This would be a 
good day to get a Job you love, if 
you don't have one already. Con- 
centrate on taking care of others. 
That's the key to your success. 
You're in a good learning phase, so 
even if this is awkward initially, 
it'll get easier. 
Cancer (June 22 July 22) 
Today Is a 5.  You  and your 
loved ones should be getting some 
Issues resolved. The more you do 
It. the easier it becomes. Make 
sure you have privacy, then speak 
your mind. That seems so simple, 
doesn't it? On days like this, it is. 
Finding the right time and place 
will be more difficult, but will get 
easier as the day progresses. 
Leo (July 23 Aug. 22) 
Today is a 5. If this week's horo- 
scopes all sound pretty much 
alike, that's because the condi- 
tions are similar for the whole 
middle part of the week. You'll see 
a light at the end of the tunnel by 
tomorrow. You may think the pro- 
ject you're getting into is over- 
whelming, but don't worry. 
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) 
Today is a 6. You're right on the 
edge of a new adventure. You can 
count on a few surprises, but basi- 
cally you can make a plan that will 
work. What would you do if you 
could do anything at all? What do 
you want to be when grow up? 
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) 
Today is a 5. It's hard for you to 
pick one of your many skills and 
practice it long enough to get real- 
ly good at it. But now the opportu- 
nity is at hand to learn not only 
how to make the best of your tal- 
ent, but also how to make a little 
money. 
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21) 
Today is a 6. There are people 
you'd like to get back at for things 
they did to you. How about Just 
forgiving them? This is a great day 
for it. Start with some little slight, 
and let it go. Then work up to the 
bigger ones. 
Sagittarius (Nor. 22-Dec. 21) 
Today is a 5. You hate being 
pinned down, and that's exactly 
what's being asked of you. Now 
that you recognize the monster, 
you can face it and ask it for a gift. 
Actually, the gift will be more free- 
dom, but that's not going to hap- 
pen for about another month. 
Capricorn (Dec. 22 Jan. 19) 
Today is a 5. You feel like party- 
ing. You're running into people you 
haven't seen in years and want to 
spend more time with them. You've 
worked hard lately, so see if you 
can lighten up a little. 
Aquarius (Jan. 20 Feb. 18) 
Today is a 5. You and your mate 
are looking much better. You 
might even be coming up with 
some Ideas that will work. Deci- 
sions you make during this phase 
will be solid and well thought out. 
Indeed. It will be Impossible to 
reach an agreement before every- 
one's side has been heard. 
Pisces (Feb. 19 March 20) 
Today Is a 6. You've been think- 
ing about what you'd bring about if 
you could have anything you want. 
Once you work out the fantasy, fig- 
ure out how you're going to pay for 
it. A career advancement is possi- 
ble, starting tomorrow. Entertain 
the notion. It could be the very 
change you need to get where you 



















23 Castles' defenses 
24 Ring ot flowers 
25 Post-dusk, 
poetically 
26 Taken care ol 
28 Ocean motion 
30 Novelist Levin 




39 Mosaic piecos 
41 Italian explorer 
42 Group of eight 







49 Rodeo ropes 
51 Last of a log 






61 Final hope - 
63 Splice film 
64 Writer Sinclair 
65 Mayberry boy 
66 Zoom 
67 Oozes 
68 Hardy lass 
69 Lambaste 
DOWN 
1 Bar bills 
2 Sandwich cookie 
3 Kindly intended 
4 Country 
5 Settles decisively 
6 Encourages 
7 Idyllic meadows 
8 RN's tonic 
9 More alarming 
10 Johnnycake 
11 Corner 
12 Pee Wee ot 
baseball 
13 Ruhr Valley city 
19 Dug up the 
garden 
21 Webber musical 
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24 Sheets, etc. 
26 Storage building 
27 Roberts or Idle 
28 Whoppers 
29 Small drink 
32 Warning signal 
34 Downplay 
35 Ms. Fitzgerald 
36 Acufl and 
Rogers 
38 Writer Folletl 
40 Creates a 
jagged edge 
43 Bars 
45 Thailand, once 
48 Took a cab 
50 Fossil resins 
51 Top grade 
52 Fashion 
53 Waste maker? 
55 Evert or 
Schenkel 
57 Subway station 
58 Manage 
59Cos1a_ 
60 Junior branch'' 
62 Excessive 
drinker 
PAGE THREE u 
intended as an 
irreverent took at 
The University. 
Weal The BG 
News consider it 
an offbeat page 





are solely those 
of our staff. 
Have a nice day. 
"Upcoming Events" ia ■ service to our renders borrowed dnily via the University 
web page. The calendar of events on the web page has a more complete listing 
of events and can be accessed through ~www.bgsu.edu". 
piti Yottj^ 
The first Bowling Green team to represent the school n 
mpetition on a national level was debate which began 
competition in 1919. 
Thursday, 10/22/98 
Contemporary Cuban Artist 
Sergio Payares (10 a.m. - 4 
p.m.) 
Willard Wankelman Gallery, 
Fine Arts Center. Show opened 
Oct. 8; continues through Nov. 5. 
Tues-Sat. 10-4; Sun. 2-5. Free. 
John Balistreri. Ceramics 
(10 a.m. - 4 p.m.) 
Kennedy Green Room, Moore 
Musical Arts Center. Show 
opened Oct. 10; continues 
through Nov. 5. Tues-Sat. 10-4; 
Sun. 2-5. Free. Part of the New 
Music and Art Festival. 
On the Road: Art Can (10 
a.m. - 4 p.m.) 
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery, 
Fine Arts Center. Show opened 
Oct. 6; continues through Nov. 5. 
Tues-Sat. 10-4; Sun. 2-5. Free. 
Kappa Phi Fundraiser (10 
a.m. - 4 p.m.) 
Union Foyer. Cookies will be 
sold for 50 cents each for a later 
delivery date. 
Omega Phi Alpha fundraiser 
(10 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.) 
Math Science Hallway. 
Education Abroad Fair (11 
a.m. - 3 p.m.) 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom, Stu- 
dent Union. Learn about BGSU's 
education abroad programs as 
well as those from other univer- 
sities. For more information, 
contact Education Abroad at 
419/372-0309 or 419/372-0479. 
Alcohol Awareness Week 
Info. Table (11 a.m. - 2 p.m.) 
Union Mall. Sponsored by the 
Wellness Connection. 
Faculty Artist Series: Her- 
bert Spencer (Noon) 
Bryan  Recital  Hall,  Moore 
Musical Arts Center. 
Congreso- Los Fuegos Del 
Hielo (1 - 3 p.m.) 
Olscamp 101B. Sponsored by 
UAO. A workshop  providing 
insight on Latin and Southern 
American cultures along with a 
musical journey through time. 
NAACP General Meeting (6 
p.m.) 
Faculty Room. 
Irma Vep (8 p.m.) 
Gish Film Theater. An anagram 
for vampire, Irma Vep is a satire 
about filmmaking in France, 
with all its egotism and intellec- 
tual pretension. Free. 
Trumpet Ensemble (8 p.m.) 
Bryan  Recital Hall,  Moore 
Musical Arts Center. 
Standing on My Knees (8 
p.m.) 
411 South Hall. Elsewhere The- 
atre Production. By John Olive. 
A young poet comes to terms 
with the schizophrenia that 
undermines her art, her life and 
her love. Elsewhere tickets are $3 
each and are sold at the door on 
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Eye on Judge calls for 
news 
extradition 
from staff and wire reports 
■MURDER mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 
Police rule out links in doughnut shop, 
Starbucks slayings 
PALMER PARK, Md. (AP) — Ballistics evidence has shown there 
is no connection between the robbery-murders at a suburban Mary- 
land doughnut shop and a triple murder more than a year ago at a 
Starbucks Coffee bar in the nation's capital, police said Wednesday. 
Because of similarities, police in Prince George's County, Md. and 
Washington, D.C. had been considering possible links in the cases. 
And speculation about possible connections was heightened when 
two of the three people charged in the doughnut shop killings also 
were charged in a September carjack-murder in the county. 
"We feel confident that there is no connection between our two 
cases and the Starbucks case," said Royce Holloway, Prince George's 
County police spokesman. 
John Epps IV, Trone Ashford and Alicia Holloway, who is not 
related to the police spokesman, were charged with premeditated 
murder in the shooting deaths of Katu Patel and his cousin Moukesh 
Patel at a Dunkin' Donuts shop, that was also set fire in Camp 
Springs last week. 
Epps and Ashford were charged Tuesday with first degree murder 
in the death of 31-year-old Brently Youmans, who was reported miss- 
ing on Sept. 14. His body was found three days later in a roadside 
ditch. 
■DEDICATION wmkWkmkWmMWkWkWmmmWmamtwm 
New business college dedicated 
COLUMBUS (AP) — Ohio State University on Wednesday dedi- 
cated the first two of six buildings planned for the $120 million Fish- 
er College of Business. 
The two buildings, which will house graduate programs, faculty 
and administration, were named for industrialist Max Fisher and the 
late John "Bemie" Gerlach, a former OSU Foundation Board chair, 
the school said. 
Wednesday's dedication, attended by Gov. George Voinovich, was 
part of two days of ceremonies. On Tuesday, the college held an 
opening symposium with keynote addresses by Carla Hills, former 
U.S. trade representative; Peter Ueberroth, former Major League 
Baseball commissioner and organizer of the 1984 Los Angeles 
Olympics; and Leslie Wexner, founder of The Limited Inc. 
The school announced a new program called The Fisher Council 
on Global Trade and Technology, sponsoring lectures, seminars and 
research. 
Work on the $120 million complex began in 19% and is expected 
to be completed in 2001, OSU said. The buildings will feature the lat- 
est technology, with a media room to monitor international financial 
news, satellite uplinks and nearly 3,000 computer ports. 
■ JUSTICE ■BVJBBWABWJBaBWJHBi 
Castro should be brought to justice, law- 
makers say 
WASHINGTON (AP) — Eight House members, taking their cue 
from the arrest of former Chilean President Augusto Pinochet by 
British authorities, have asked President Clinton to bring to justice 
Cuban President Fidel Castro. 
The lawmakers said in a letter to Clinton that Castro should be 
punished for his alleged role in the deaths of four Cuban exiles 
whose unarmed plane was shot down by MiG jets near the Cuban 
coast two years ago. 
They noted that Pinochet is in British custody awaiting possible 
extradition to Spain, where is he wanted for the murder of Spanish 
citizens when he ruled Chile. 
"Without minimizing the immensity of Castro's crimes perpetrat- 
ed throughout the last 40 years, the killing of Americans in the Flori- 
da Straits on February 24,19%, clearly provides the basis for imme- 
diate legal action by the Justice Department," the lawmakers said. 
They urged that U.S. authorities review the efforts by Spanish 
courts in the Pinochet case and to take similar steps against Castro. 
The letter, dated Monday, was signed by Republican Reps. Lin- 
coln Diaz-Balart and Ileana Ros-Lehtinen of Florida; Dana 
Rohrabacher and William Thomas of California; Michael Forbes, 
Gerald Solomon and Peter King of New York; and Democratic Rep. 
Robert Menendez of New Jersey. 
□ Investigative judge 
cites grim cases in 
arrest order against 
former Chilean 
dictator. 
The Associated Press 
MADRID, Spain — In the 
Spanish judge's arrest order 
against Augusto Pinochet, the 
accounts are chilling. 
Men vanish from city streets 
in front of their wives and chil- 
dren. People are dragged from 
their beds. A pregnant woman is 
hauled off to a police station and 
never heard from again. 
With these abuses, Judge Bal- 
tasar Garzon makes a case for 
extraditing the former Chilean 
dictator from London, where he 
was arrested Friday, to face trial 
in Spain on charges of genocide, 
torture and terrorism. 
In an initial arrest warrant, 
Garzon cited only one specific 
victim. But in an addendum 
released Tuesday and sent to 
Britain, he outlined how 94 peo- 
ple died or disappeared at the 
hands of Chile's military junta 
leaders and Argentine cohorts 
from 1976-83. 
They were allegedly victims 
of Operation Condor, a cam- 
paign by South American mili- 
tary juntas, including Pinochet's, 
to crush dissent. Victims came 
from a variety of countries, 
including Argentina, the United 
States, Britain and others, Gar- 
AMOCiated Preu Photo 
Chilean women light candle* a» they hold posters ot former dictator Gen. Augusto Pinochet 
during an anti-Pinochet demonstration in front of the London Clinic, where Pinochet is being 
held under arrest on Wednesday. Pinochet faces extradition to Spain on charges of genocide, 
murder and torture during his rule. 
zon's order says. and disappearance of others." 
Garzon's arrest order states His case puts forward  that 
that  under Operation Condor,    Pinochet and the Argentine gen- 
Pinochet, as head of state and the 
military in Chile, "carried out 
criminal activities in coordina- 
tion with Argentine military 
authorities ... issuing orders for 
the physical elimination of peo- 
ple, and the torture, kidnapping 
erals made a systematic, orga- 
nized attempt to wipe out politi- 
cal opponents because of their 
ideological beliefs and that this 
amounts to genocide, according 
to lawyers working with Gar- 
zon. 
All but a few of the 94 victims 
cited in Garzon's document were 
Chileans living in Argentina, like 
Jose Luis Appel de la Cruz. He 
was kidnapped by armed civil- 
ians on Jan. 10, 1977, as he 
walked down a street in the 
Argentine town of Cipolletti 
with his wife, Carmen Delard, 
and their daughter. 
Geology adds to water problems 
□ Nitrate pollution in 
water is tied to 
crumbling bedrock. 
The Associated Press 
— 
Widespread nitrate pollution 
in wells and reservoirs may 
come from the natural weather- 
ing of bedrock, not just sloppy 
farming and factory pollution. 
Researchers working in a cen- 
tral California watershed have 
determined for the first time that 
high levels of nitrates are 
released as crumbly bedrock 
weathers year after year. 
Nitrogen compounds that 
leach into waterways and 
aquifers are linked to environ- 
mental damage and serious ill- 
nesses. In high concentrations, 
nitrates can cause miscarriages 
and "blue baby syndrome," in 
which an infant's red blood cells 
are unable to carry sufficient 
oxygen. 
The pollution taints drinking 
water around the world, includ- 
ing many communities in  the 
United States. 
Until now, the contamination 
has been blamed on overuse of 
fertilizer and releases of untreat- 
ed livestock manure, as well as 
timber clear-cutting and factory 
emissions that contribute to acid 
rain. 
Exposed rock deposits around 
the world contain as much as 20 
percent of the planet's total 
nitrogen, the researchers calcu- 
lated, and geology might be a 
significant contributor in some 
places. 
Their report was published in 
Thursday's issue of the journal 
Nature. 
"It appears that the early rains 
flush out the nitrogen that 
weathers from the rock during 
the summer," said biogeo- 
chemist JoAnn Holloway of the 
University of California at Davis. 
"Even small areas of these rocks 
can have a profound influence 
on water quality." 
Other researchers said that 
farming and industry still repre- 
sent a threat to drinking water, 
and even natural contamination 
must be treated if the nitrate lev- 
els exceed public health stan- 
dards. 
"Humans have created the 
problem by building reservoirs 
that act like a pool for these 
nitrates to concentrate," said 
Lloyd Walker, a biological 
resources engineer at Colorado 
State University. "In a natural 
environment, these nitrates 
would flush right through." 
In the study, UC-Davis 
researchers sampled the water in 
35 streams in the 600-square- 
mile Mokelumne River water- 
shed in the Sierra Nevada south- 
east of Sacramento. 
They were seeking to pinpoint 
the source of elevated nitrate lev- 
els in downstream reservoirs. 
The nitrates have caused large- 
scale algae blooms and fish kills, 
but their levels were within fed- 
eral health standards. 
Holloway and others ruled 
out several culprits before con- 
cluding the contamination has 
geological origins. Laboratory 
tests showed that the nitrate is a 
form   of   naturally   occurring 
nitrogen rather than isotopes of 
nitrogen from feedlots and fertil- 
izer. 
Near the mountain resort of 
Kirkwood, nitrate levels in the 
water were much lower than in 
the downstream reservoirs. The 
hard granite bedrock there con- 
tains much less nitrogen and it 
weathers slowly, Holloway said. 
The bedrock changes to slate 
and other sedimentary deposits 
in lower elevations near the 
foothills town of Jackson, Calif. 
The soft bedrock there formed 
from nitrogen-rich organic mate- 
rials hundreds of millions of 
years ago. 
The study was funded by the 
California Department of 
Forestry. The researchers ruled 
out timber clear-cutting as a 
nitrate source because water 
samples from logged areas 
showed low nitrate levels. 
Planting trees may help 
reverse the contamination. 
"Oak trees have deep root sys- 
tems that can draw up the nitro- 
gen," said co-author Randy 
Dahlgren of Cal-Davis. 
Contemporary Service 8:30 
Church School 9:30 
Sunday Worship 10:30 
A Warm 
,«™ Welcome For Ml! TUNTTY UNrnm MnBoom CBUBCB 
m N«n* ?■■■* st 
ImlilCmOMi 434*1 enuiltnnilyewcnct.org 
(4UUJHUI website: http://www.wcnn.org/-inniiy/ 
I Across from the Courthouse) 
H" m 
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH 
vuu dnj hax Jfl U1\ wvr liir your life 
9:30 am   Sunday School classes for all ages 
(including College and Career Class, 
10:30 am Morning Worship 
6:00 pm   Evening Fellowship Hour 
7:00 pm   Wednesday Evening Bible Study & Prayer 
Anytime! Come & Talk 
I 749 South Winiergarden Road Pastor David K Faih ■—I H c 
^owjmg^reen^iio43402 
,11 j COMMUNITY of CHRIST I 
*-* *-* LUTHERAN CHURCH & STUDENT CENTER 
llll 
1124 E. Wooster St. • 352-5101 
Contemporary Worship Sunday 10:30 am 
Join us for friendship and fellowship 
Everybody Welcome 
St. Aloysius Catholic Church 
Comer of Summit & Clough St. 
MASS SCHEDULE: SATURDAY - 5:30 PM 
SUNDAY 8:00 AM. 10:00 AM. AND 12:00 NOON 
HOLY DAYS: DAY BEFORE - 7:00 PM VIGIL MASS 
HOLY DAY - 9:15 AM & 7:00 PM 
St. Mark's Lutheran Church 
Welcomes BGSU Students 
We invite you into the family of God 
Sunday Worship at: 8:30 and f0:00 a.m. 
"Contemporary Worship with Communion" each 
Saturday evening at 5:00 p.m. 
Worahlp Services on Sunday 8:30 and 11:00 a.m. 
Saturday Worship (Communion) 5:00 p.m. 
Sunday School tor all agas 9 45 a.m. 
315 S. College Drive 3 Block* South of Campus 
419-353-9305 e-mail: StMarksOwcn9t.org 
'The Welcome Place" 
St. Thomas More 
University Church 
5:00 pm  Saturday 
10:00 am. 11:30 am, 7:00 pm Sunday 
8:00 pm Tuesday in Offenhauer Room 1 IMA 
8:00 pm Thursday (Dunbar 3rd floor TV. room) 
' J 
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iU ATHL 
Serves as pep band to 
selected basketball games \ 
and hockey games during the 1998-99 
Season. Rehearsals are Sundays, 
October 25, November 1 and 
November 9: 7-9 PM in Kelly Hall 
(Room 1012) in the Moore Musical 
Arts Center. Bring your horn. 




Howard's Club M 
Ron-Sat It- i:JO am 











Community of Christ Lutheran Church 
& Student Center 
would like to invite you to worship with us on Sunday, 
October 25,1998 at 10:30 a.m. Pastor Jenks will be 
holding a traditional worship service in honor of 
Reformation. Come join us Sunday, October 25th at 
10:30 a.m. We look forward to seeing each of you! 
Kaplan. Think of 
us as the first 
step in grad school 
admissions. 
Your GRE score is critical to your grad school application and 
financial aid award. How you prepare can make all tne difference 
Come to Kaplan, the leader in GRE prep. We'll help you get the 




'ORE m a '•g«t«r«J trtovn** o« tm EducMonal T.w«t Swvica 
Call or check out our web site to study anywhere In the U.S. 
Tonight 
M-Th SI0 Dances 
noon lo 7pm 
NIGHT 







Gen's Hallmark       ^w^' 840 S. Main 
10% Discount wftri student UL every Wednesday 
10am - 9pm Mon - Sat 
12 Noon - 5pm Sun 
Always Looking 
for New Talent!!! 
Saturday Sunday 
Couples     70's Disco 
Night Panty w       Monday a 




Specials       Contest 
FREE PASS 
Restrictions may apply Exp. 11/30/98 
ThQ Haunting 
*  -,«. + HKKM ,^       .^ 
Lenawee Fairgrounds  <^  «^_^^L. ,\^   |     «r^WT 
VJTi'*' i.i NTIiMis if iti- 
c «w _^_ 
Adrian, Ml ' 
October 
9-11, 16-18. 23-25. 29-31 
7 pm-11pm • S7.50 a head 
Group rates' 
Cjll S17 Zb4-I94l 
www.lenaweb.com/hauntinq 
Oct   16 - 975 KISS FM Johny D broadcasts LIVE' 
Oct. .?' -   In the Woods   movie premiere 
with Sterfl from the film' 
? H.wntrd Houses 
for the 
Purr of Onr' 
I35S  BvrneRd   Toledo 531-0079 
Hours: M-W 12-2 TH-F 12 4 SAT 3-4 SUPS 5-2 Only 45 minutes to Adn.m' 
United Parcel Service 
$800 
Bonus 
$8.50-$9.50 hr, Monday thru Friday 
20-25 Hours Per Week 
Immediate positions available on the 
*Midnight Shift 10:30pm -3:30am 
Call 891-6820 tor more information. 
EOEM/F 
EH 
THE DELTA CHI FRATERNITY 
IT'S NOT TOO LATE TO 
MAKE HISTORY 
Be a Founding Father of the Brand New 
Fraternity on Campus 
For more information on becoming a 
Founding Father 
Don't miss our informational meeting at 7:00 p.m. 
Thursday, October 22nd in the 
Alpha Chi Omega House 
If you are unable to attend, but are still interested, 
please contact Shaun Wardle at 372-0218. 
"Destiny is not a matter of chance, it is a matter of Choice." 
-William Jennings Bryan - DC Georgetown 
wunv.deltachi.com 
This Weekend at Uptown: 
Everyone Gets Laid! 
Hawaiian Style' 
A 
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Emergency declared after pot club closes AMERICORP 
□ Oakland is left with- 
out a medical marijua- 
na club for treatment 
of AIDS and cancer. 
The Associated Press 
OAKLAND, Calif. — A public 
health emergency was declared 
after a federal court closed the 
city's medical marijuana club, 
leaving 2,200 patients with no 
legal source for the drug they say 
quells the pain of AIDS and can- 
cer. 
Tuesday night's 5-4 City 
Council vote, believed to be the 
first of its kind, allows officials to 
develop other means of selling 
marijuana to people who can no 
longer get the drug at the Oak- 
land Cannabis Buyers' Coopera- 
tive. 
"We're definitely making his- 
tory," said Jeff Jones, executive 
director of the club. "It's another 
time the city has come out and 
allowed  patients to keep their 
rights." 
San Francisco and Berkeley 
have previously declared med- 
ical emergencies to allow distrib- 
ution of intravenous needles to 
drug users to curb the spread of 
HIV. But no other city has passed 
such a measure to allow use of 
marijuana for medical reasons. 
"It's going to be devastating," 
said Dave Fratello of the closure. 
His group, Americans for Med- 
ical Rights, sponsored Proposi- 
tion 215, the 1996 ballot measure 
that legalized marijuana use for 
medical reasons in California. 
"Many people don't know 
where to go and other people are 
going to get ripped off," Fratello 
said earlier this week. 
Proposition 215 allows 
patients and caregivers to pos- 
sess and grow marijuana without 
prosecution under California 
law, as long as a doctor has rec- 
ommended the drug to relieve 
pain from AIDS or cancer treat- 
ment, glaucoma or other condi- 
tions. 
The Justice Department and 
"Without marijuana, I'd be dead." 
Ken Estes 
quadraplegic 
state Attorney General Dan Lun- 
gren have repeatedly gone to 
court to block the law, and 
Mayor Elihu Harris, who cast the 
deciding vote, acknowledged 
that their declaration is just a 
"symbolic gesture." 
It won't mean the club will 
reopen, and the council seemed 
wary about the city getting into 
the distribution business itself. 
But some council members were 
determined to send a message. 
"We still have an AIDS epi- 
demic and medical marijuana 
has been proven to help relieve 
some of the suffering," said 
councilman Nate Miley, who 
sponsored the declaration. "Why 
is the federal government inter- 
fering with the will of the peo- 
ple?" 
When U.S. District Judge 
Charles Breyer issued an injunc- 
tion in May barring six Northern 
California clubs from distribut- 
ing marijuana, Oakland city offi- 
cials designated marijuana club 
officials as city agents, invoking 
a federal law that protects state 
and local officers from liability 
while enforcing drug laws. 
The club closed down on 
Monday after the 9th U.S. Circuit 
Court of Appeals rejected a 
request to stay open while attor- 
neys appeal a federal judge's rul- 
ing that the club was in contempt 
of court for continuing to distrib- 
ute pot. 
Club customers said their 
needs are urgent. 
"Marijuana allows me to 
sleep, allows me to eat," 
observed Ken Estes, a quadri- 
plegic who had purchased pot at 
the club. "Without marijuana, I'd 
be dead." 
Continued from page one. 
to Everett, her experiences as an 
Americorp member have pro- 
vided her with all of those 
things. 
"Community service is a 
great way to give back to the 
community and gives you a 
good feeling," Everett said. "I 
have never been so proud of 
myself." 
David Baldonado, recreation 
specialist at the Children's 
Resource Center, was a member 
of Americorp in 1995 and got his 
current job through participat- 
ing in Americorp. 
Baldonado feels the benefits 
of becoming involved in Ameri- 
corp include networking and 
making contacts with many dif- 
ferent people. 
"Through Americorp, I have 
gained a lot of experience and 
networking with people and 
made a lot of new friends and 
contacts," Baldonado said. "I 
have really enjoyed the educa- 
tion aspect of the program and it 
prepared me for a job in the long 
run." 
In order to become involved 
in Americorp,  members  must 
provide either part-time or full- 
time community service for an 
entire year. Members in return 
will receive a living stipend of; 
$7,945, health insurance and 
child care. 
Members who complete their 
one-year term and the number 
of community hours required of 
their position will be awarded 
through an educational stipend 
of $4,725 for full-time providers 
and $2362.50 for part-time work- 
ers. 
Full-time members of Ameri- 
corp must complete 1700 hours 
of community service over a 12 
month period, and part-time 
members must complete 900 
hours. 
To find out more about 
Americorp and how to apply for - 
a position as an Americorp 
member, call the Corporation for 
National Service as (202) 606- 
5000. 
ABROAD- HOFFMAN- ARA 
Continued from page one. 
Travel. These agencies are very 
helpful in getting an idea for 
what the cost of traveling will 
involve, said Keil. 
"Just about anybody can 
(study abroad)," Keil said. 
"There is plenty of financial aid 
available, so the decision to 
study abroad should not be a 
financial issue." 
Keil traveled to Austria his 
senior year, and he highly recom- 
mends studying in another coun- 
try. 
"You get a perspective of the 
United States from outside of the 
United   States,"   he   said.   "So    Continued from page one. 
many Americans get wrapped 
up in the idea that the U.S. is the 
center of the world. Living in 
another country, you get an 
experience you can't read about 
in a book, and you can't see on tv. 
The experience is hard to put 
into words, but it's worth it." 
Volunteer organizations, such 
as the Peace Corps, will also 
meet with students at the fair. 
Read 
The BG News 
everyday! 
director for the city of Bowling 
Green. From there he began to 
work toward developing the air- 
port. Over the next several years, 
with University support and 
grants, the airport was improved 
and its runway extended. In 1991 
he was elected mayor. 
He said the airport is operated 
by the University, the city and 
the county. He said it was a joint 
venture to develop the airport. 
He also said the airport is a 
major key to having a successful 
aviation program. 
Two years ago, when the Uni- 
versity attempted to eliminate 
the aerospace program, Hoffman 
played a large role in keeping it 
at the University. 
"I was involved, writing let- 
ters and going to meetings to try 
to persuade the University to 
reinstate the program," he said. 
Due to the efforts of Hoffman 
and community members, the 
program remained in operation 
and today Hoffman said the Uni- 
versity is striving to have a pre- 
miere aviation program. 
The University is in a favor- 
able position and will someday 
be one of the best, he said. He 
also said one of the unique 
aspects of the program is that 
classes are right there at the air- 
port. 
Hoffman said the first award 
will most likely be presented in 
the spring and the scholarship 
will be awarded annually. 
Continued from page one. 
not a noticeable problem in 
Bowling Green, but ARA wants 
to bring awareness to the situa- 
tion. She said the areas affected 
most are urban areas, like New 
York and Boston. 
"We want to educate people 
about race issues," Berkey said. 
"Bowling Green is primarily a 
white campus and we don't 
know how to react to minori- 
ties." 
Berkey also said the ARA 
chapter in Bowling Green is 
more about educating, rather 
than preventing. She said there 
are few police-related problems, 
but that does not mean they do 
not exist in other areas. 
Jaime Barnes, ARA president, 
agreed that police brutality is not 
a problem in Bowling Green, but 
said there are many cases of 
police harassment in Columbus, 
especially directed toward 
young people. 
Barnes said there will be an 
information table on the Educa- 
tion building steps informing 
students about ARA and police 
brutality. 
Berkey said she believes 
Bowling Green can make a dif- 
ference in the national cause to 
curb police brutality . k 
"We are more homogenous 
and rich than urban areas," 
Berkey said. "We have the 
money and the power to make a 
difference." 
Featuring:  'live Mariachi, Tcjano, Salsa 
& Merengue Bands!!! 
♦Folkloric Dancers 
'Drama Performance 
•Catered Authentic Food!!! 
-free with canned good or 
other donation 
'Pinatas, Grilo Contest, Chance 
to win $250 & Much Much More!!! 
Saturday, October 24 
Anderson Arena, 4-Midnight 





Try us Totally Free for 30 bays! 
True high-speed 56K v.90 dial-up • Unlimited Access • 
Email Account • Uncensored Newsgroups • Local BG 
Company • iPass Roaming Service • Exclusive BG- 
Mail Service * 2-1 user/modem ratio • No setup fees! 
354-HOST www.BGHost.com 
Every night SI.00 drink specials 
7:00 to 9:00 
Monday 
coming soon Monday Nitro 
Tuesday 
Bar and Restaurant appreciation night 
Wednesday 
Phishin with Dave 
Thursday 
Fish Bowl drink specials 
Friday & Saturday 
Draft specials 
Phone- 352-2447 532 E. Wooster 
HOCKEY   THIS   WEEKEND 
FRIDAY   NIGHT  AT   7:00   vs.     MICHIGAN   STATE 
SATURDAY   NIGHT   AT   7:00   vs.   FERRIS   STATE 
ALL   STUDENTS   ADMITTED   FREE   WITH   VALID   BGSU   ID 
K \ * I       I 
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Deadline for newsroom diversity pushed back 
□ Editors set new date 
for achieving racial 
parity. 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON — Leaders of 
the American Society of News- 
paper Editors have pushed back 
until 2025 the target date for the 
staffs of all papers to reflect "the 
racial diversity of American soci- 
ety." 
The goal, originally set 20 
years ago, was to have been 
reached by 2000. 
The board also decided to 
include gender in ASNE's annu- 
al survey of newsroom employ- 
ment. Female journalists had 
lobbied for that change. 
"We're thrilled that we'll get a 
census of women in the news- 
room," said Margie Freivogel, an 
assistant managing editor of the 
St. Louis Post-Dispatch and pres- 
ident of the Journalism arid 
Women Symposium. "We think 
you can get information on what 
women are doing on newspa- 
pers without detracting from 
focusing on minorities." 
The Census Bureau says 
women constitute 56 percent of 
the nation's editors and 
reporters, but that figure 
includes those not working for 
newspapers. Female journalists 
have complained of obstacles to 
advancement on newspapers. 
A new mission statement, 
adopted Tuesday at an ASNE 
board of directors meeting in 
Miami, "strongly reaffirms our 
commitment to having news- 
rooms that reflect the communi- 
ties they cover," said ASNE Pres- 
ident Edward Seaton, editor in 
chief of The Manhattan (Kan.) 
Mercury. 
Vanessa Williams, a Washing- 
ton Post reporter and president 
of the 3,000-member National 
Association of Black journalists, 
expressed concern that, by 
extending its timetable, the soci- 
ety may relax its diversity 
efforts. 
"We are troubled that the goal 
is so far off," she said. "We will 
be staying on ASNE to make sure 
that they each year work toward 
increasing the numbers and not 
take a laid-back approach." 
Minorities account for 26 per- 
cent of the total U.S. population, 
but in its 1998 survey of news- 
room employment, ASNE found 
that black, Asian, Hispanic or 
American    Indian    journalists 
accounted for 11.46 percent of 
newspaper editors, reporters 
and photographers. That was a 
scant increase from the previous 
year's 11.35 percent. 
Minority journalists on the 
nation's dailies in 1998 num- 
bered 6,300, representing an 
increase of 200 in a two-year 
period. 
In 1978, when diversity was 
adopted as a goal, minorities 
accounted for just under 4 per- 
cent of newsroom employees. 
Accepting that its target 
would not be attained within the 
original timetable, the society 
said, "While American news- 
rooms have become more 
diverse in recent years, newspa- 
pers will fall short of achieving 
racial parity in newsrooms with 
the population by 2000." 
It called attention to "signifi- 
cant progress," noting that 
minority employment over 20 
years grew about 16 times faster 
than white employment and that 
nearly 22 percent of newly hired 
full-time newsroom workers in 
1997 were members of minori- 
ties. 
Newspapers have done better 
at having minorities on their 
staffs than magazines or radio or 
television stations, ASNE said. 
Many editors, especially on 
smaller newspapers in areas 
with small minority populations, 
have said that it was unrealistic 
for them to try to duplicate the 
nation's racial mix. 
The new mission statement, in 
recognition of that view, says, 
"At a minimum, all newspapers 
should employ journalists of 
color and every newspaper 
should reflect the diversity of its 
community." 
The new ASNE mission state- 
ment differs from a draft issued 
by the board in April. That state- 
ment called for setting a goal of 
20 percent minority employment 
by 2010. 
Ms. Williams, commenting on 
the new goals, said newspapers 
were acting out of their own self- 
interest in employing a mix of 
people reflecting the communi- 
ties they serve. 
"As we always remind the 
newspaper editors, at a time 
when our industry is struggling 
to remain relevant, it makes 
sense to be able to offer a product 
that a wider range it readers 
finds helpful and important to 
their lives and that they trust as 
credible because the newspaper 
is indeed able to accurately pre- 
sent their community," she said. 
POLICE BLOTTER 
Today's city police blotter includes items from Tuesday and 
Wednesday. 
On S. Grove and Pearl St., Chester M 
Sager, ST., of Bradner, was cited for driving on 
the left side or the street. Tuesday. 
In the 11000 block of E Bowling Green Rd . 
a man reported he did not have his wallet 
when he returned home, Tuesday. 
On Thursttn Ave. and E Merry St, Mary A. 
Bilinski, of Willoughby. was cited for speed, 
Tuesday. 
In the 1400 block of Clough St, a man 
reported someone broke into his vehicle and 
took several items, Tuesday. 
On S. Summit and Derby St, Laura S 
Richards, of Pemberville, was cited for improp- 
er backing, Tuesday 
In the 700 block of S College St. a man 
reported his gas grill was stolen. Tuesday 
In the 1000 block of N Main St., a man 
reported that several people were shoplifting, 
Tuesday. 




Please take a few moments to fill out this survey 
and return it to the UAO office (330 Student 
Union) in person or through campus mail. 
Return by Oct. 23rd. 
Circle on* of the following trips that appeal to you 
the most.   If you have your own suggetions, please 
feel free to add In the "other" space provided. 
Trip 
Cruise in Bahamas 











(two bedroom suite) 
Prices art approximate.  All trips Include transportation 
and meals.  Trip will be entire week of Spring Break. 
**l 
f* 
u n d r a i s e r  & 
BenefitforMS & 
•Big Creek and various 
other bands* 
Friday night •  Call for Details 
ovD(II fe>@ mflsdimg) flit y[p 
Raffle for 
• Neon Signs 
•Mirrors 
•Inflatables 
POLICY for the police blotter: The News will run, without exception, all 
citations issued by the city and campus police departments. Complaints from resi- 
dents or students concerning a police matter will not be Identified by name. Any 
questions, please call the editor at 372-6966. 
reported a man failed to pay his bill, Tuesday 
In the 800 block of Sixth St, two female 
roommates were involved in a verbal argu- 
ment, Tuesday 
In the 700 block of S Main St., a man 
reported someone had stolen his clothe*, Tues- 
day 
In the 1600 block of E. Woosler St, a man 
repotted receiving a laminated $20 bill, but it 
was actually a SI bill, Tuesday 
On S Main and W Washington bt a 
woman reported two people in a parking lot 
arguing loudly, Tuesday. 
On Scott Hamilton and Manville St, David 
J Calloway, of Columbus, was charged with 
receiving stolen property, Tuesday. 
In the 900 block of Napoleon St., a man 
reported receiving harassing phone calls from 
a woman, Tuesday 
In the 1000 block of N. Main St., a woman 
reported her ex-boyfriend was highly intoxi- 
cated. Tuesday 
In the 1400 block of Clough St, a man 
repotted several items were taken from his 
vehicle, Tuesday 
In the 300 block of E Wooster St, Michael 
L Nealon was cited for failure to yield right of 
way at a stop sign, Tuesday 
In the 1200 block of E Poe St, a man was 
seen driving around the runway in his vehicle, 
Wednesday 
In the 200 block of E Wooster St. lames I 
Dike was cited for disorderly conduct, 
Wednesday. 
In the 300 block of N Enterprise St, an 
intoxicated man was celebrating his birthday 
and was unsure of where he was staying, 
Wednesday 
On S. Main and Georgia St, Gregory S. 
Formanra was arrested for failing to appear in 




Education Abroad Fair 
Breaking Barriers 
Across the World! 





October 2 2 
Thursday 
11:00 am -3:00 pm 
Bowling Green State University 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom, 
Student Union 
UPtouvn Has Changed! 
New Prices- Thurs. + Fri. + Sat 
25?   $1   $1.50   $1 
New Music Format 
Draft Mixed Drinks        Pitchers        Bottles Natty 
No Cover of Age 
After 11:00. $1.00 Underage 
i i 
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Label changes 
mandated by FDA 
J New warnings 
issued against mixing 
alcohol and pain pills. 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON — If three 
alcoholic drinks a day is your 
routine, the government wants 
you to check with your doctor 
before reaching for that bottle of 
pain killer. 
And to reinforce the message, 
over-the-counter pain relievers 
and fever reducers will have to 
start carrying label warnings 
within six months, the Food and 
Drug Administration announced 
Wednesday. 
The agency said it is making 
final a rule proposed last year 
requiring labels to warn against 
mixing alcohol and aspirin; 
acetaminophen, sold under the 
brand name Tylenol and other 
names; ibuprofen, the active 
ingredient in Advil and other 
brands; naproxen sodium, the 
active ingredient in Aleve; and 
ketoprofen, the active ingredient 
in Orudis KT and Action. 
The action is needed to warn 
chronic alcohol users that they 
may be at increased risk of liver 
damage or stomach bleeding 
from use of these drugs, the 
agency said. 
"Consumers need to know 
that chronic use of alcohol while 
taking pain relievers or fever 
reducers can be hazardous to 
their health," said Acting FDA 
Commissioner Michael A. Fried- 
man. "FDA urges people with a 
history of alcohol use to seek a 
doctor's advice about their risk 
of side effects before taking these 
medications." 
In a separate action, the FDA 
also announced it is expanding 
the recommended prescribed 
uses of aspirin for both men and 
women with heart and cere- 
brovascular system problems. 
That change takes effect in a 
year. 
It recommends use of aspirin 
for both men and women to treat 
temporary blood shortages in 
the brain known as transient 
ischemic attack, ischemic stroke, 
angina, acute heart attacks and 
repeated heart attacks. 
The American Heart Associa- 
tion welcomed the new labels. 
The group's vice president. Dr. 
Rodman Starke, said there is 
"clear and conclusive evidence 
of the benefits of aspirin." 
While regular aspirin use is 
recommended to help ward off 
repeat heart attacks, the agency 
did not suggest its use by 
healthy individuals to lower 
their risk of heart attack. 
For stroke and heart patients, 
lower doses are recommended 
than those previously suggested 
to physicians. The agency said it 
is also providing physicians 
more specific dosing information 
for patients with inflammatory 
disorders such as arthritis. 
The recommendation for 
lower doses is intended to 
reduce side effects for people 
suffering from angina and previ- 
ous heart attack victims seeking 
to prevent a repeat. 
While those changes affect the 
use of aspirin as prescribed by 
physicians, the new alcohol 
warning labels will appear on 
the products bought by millions 
of people in drug stores, super- 
markets and elsewhere. 
The new warnings are all 
begin: 
"Alcohol Warning: If you con- 
sume 3 or more alcoholic drinks 
every day, ask your doctor 
whether you should take (name 
of ingredient) or other pain 
relievers/fever reducers." 
This is followed by additional 
warning: 
"Acetaminophen may cause 
liver damage." 
Aspirin, carbaspirin calcium, 
choline salicylate, ibuprofen, 
ketoprofen, magnesium salicy- 
late, naproxen sodium or sodium 
salicylate "may cause stomach 
bleeding." 
Combinations of aceta- 
minophen and other ingredients 
"may cause liver damage and 
stomach bleeding." 
Some products such as 
Tylenol have already added alco- 
hol warnings to their labels and 
those will have to be changed to 
comply with the new rule. 
The danger made headlines in 
1994, when a Virginia man won 
an $8 million lawsuit claiming he 
needed a liver transplant after 
mixing Tylenol and his habit of 
wine with dinner. 
C'mon, Gimme a kiss 
Associated Press Photo 
Josh Bennett, 19, a college student In Mount Vernon, Wash., gets a kiss from his friend's rat, Dewey, while on a walk to a 
pet store for rat food Tuesday in Mount Vernon. Bennett said he normally goes places with his rat, but she is currently preg- 
nant. 
Convicted murderer awaits sentencing 
□ Racist serial killer 
convicted of killing 
two teen-agers in 1980. 
The Associated Press 
CINCINNATI — A jury con- 
victed white supremacist Joseph 
Paul Franklin today of murder- 
ing two black teen-agers in 1980 
as part of a multistate killing 
spree aimed at igniting a race 
war. 
The Hamilton County Com- 
mon Pleas Court jury deliberated 
less than an hour on the third 
day of a trial in which the 
defense presented no witnesses 
or closing arguments. Prosecu- 
tors relied on a taped confession 
that they said showed Franklin 
had intimate knowledge of the 
crime scene. 
He could receive two consecu- 
tive life prison terms. Ohio had 
no death penalty at the time of 
the June 8,  1980, shootings of 
cousins Darrell Lane, 14, and 
Dante Evans Brown, 13. 
Franklin, who had previously 
been convicted of seven mur- 
ders, is awaiting execution in 
Missouri for the murder of a Jew- 
ish man who was leaving a syna- 
gogue. He also has admitted to 
wounding civil rights leader Ver- 
non Jordan, who went on to 
become a leading Washington 
lawyer, and Hustler magazine 
publisher Larry Flynt, who 
enraged Franklin by publishing 
pictures of interracial couples. 
Franklin, 48, who had 
obtained court approval to help 
defend himself, declined to 
address the jury. His court- 
appointed lawyer, Dale Schmidt, 
simply thanked the jury and 
made no closing remarks. 
Judge Ralph Winkler rejected 
Schmidt's arguments to dismiss 
the charges or to declare a mistri- 
al. Schmidt argued repeatedly 
that the judge erred when he 
allowed prosecutors to use what 
they described as Franklin's con- 
fession. Schmidt argued that 
Franklin wasn't read his rights 
and that he should not be forced, 
in effect, to testify against him- 
self. 
Franklin pleaded innocent by 
reason of insanity to two counts 
of aggravated murder. The 
defense dropped the insanity 
part of the plea in the course of 
the trial. 
Hamilton County Prosecutor 
Joseph Deters presented evi- 
dence that Franklin was in 
Cincinnati at the time of the 
shootings. Deters said the con- 
fession showed Franklin knew 
details only the killer could have 
known, like where the getaway 
car was parked and what the 
shrubbery looked like. 
"Do you know where you 
were 18 years ago today?" Deters 
asked jurors in his closing argu- 
ment. "He knew it was dark. He 
knew where he did it. ... How 
would  he know  that? There's 
only one way. He did it." 
Jurors on Tuesday listened to 
the tape of the April 1997 confes- 
sion, which a prosecutor 
obtained from Franklin last year 
in a Missouri prison. 
Prosecutors wrapped up their 
case today with testimony from a 
medical examiner that the two 
teen-age victims' gunshot 
wounds were consistent with 
Franklin's confession. 
Franklin said he fired from a 
railroad overpass while he was 
facing south. The angles of the 
teens' wounds showed the bul- 
lets were fired from well above 
the youths, who were walking 
north toward the railroad trestle, 
Dr. Charles Hirsch said. 
A drifter from Mobile, Ala., 
Franklin has said he was influ- 
enced by the writings of Adolf 
Hitler. From 1977 to 1980, he 
roamed the country targeting 
blacks, Jews and interracial cou- 
ples, hoping to spark racial 
hatred, prosecutors have said. 
- Attention BGSU Students - 
Dining Service 
Workers Needed 
Work at the Union Pizza Outlet 
or Commons Bakery 
between the hours of 1 -4a.m. 
and receive 50c more per hourl 
1 -4a.m. workshift 
WFimrZ beginning base pay 
SERVICES  |s $570 per hour 
Apply in person at the University Pizza Outlet 
and/orCommons Bakery. Ask for the managers. 
KIRK'S 
.COIN LMNDin 




tor 37 years 
70" S. Main St. 
352-0397 
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Congratulations to the Delta Gamma 
Fall 1998 New Members! 
Heidi Barber Cindy Luce 
Elizabeth Bean Emily Marker 
Rebecca Bell Rachel Moser 
Kelly Bradbury Marissa Parrott 
Kiley Burks Casey Proper 
Christine Clemens Sarah Quickel 
Nicole Cuffari Jen Reebel 
Julie Gorman Maryann Russell 
Gina Grassia Camila Salazar 
Mandi Hatfield Erin Stevens 
Abby Hettel Nici Tomei 
Lesleigh Kulka Julie Willig 
Colleen Linehan Karen Witt 
Cara Zavaleta 
l\ A\   IV J\ JV   l\    IV   IV   l\    IV    |\    l\    |\    IV JVJV   IV 
" Formerly Burlington Air Express ** 
JOB FAIR 
WHEN: SUNDAY OCTOBER 25, 1998 
WHERE: BAX GLOBAL TOLEDO HUB 
(Behind the Toledo Express Airport off of 20A) 
TIME: 1:00 PM - 5:00 PM 
THE HUMAN RESOURCE STAFF WILL BE ON HAND TO 
ACCEPT APPLICATIONS AND ANSWER QUESTIONS 
92.5 KISS FM & 104.7 FM WIOT WILL BE BROADCASTING LrVE 
THERE WILL BE FOOD AND GrVE-A-WAYS 
HERE ARE SOME OF THE GREATEST BENEFITS WE OFFER FOR 
THE SORTER POSITION: 
+ $8.32-$8.50 per hour (eligible for an increase after six-months) 
^ Full-time opportunities available after six months 
^- Major medical and dental benefits 
>}■ Global advancement opportunities 
►>■ Educational Assistance 
*)■ Paid Training 
>>■ Paid Holidays, Vacations and Paid Time Off 
►)■ TWA travel discounts for the entire family 
For more information call usaiTtl /"OO/ " J J 1 1.   Ask us about other job 
opportunities. 
VY^ BAX GLOBAL 
One Air Cargo Pkwy. E. 
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Yankees 
□ The Yankees win 
their second title in 
three years. 
The Associated Press 
SAN DIEGO — How appropriate 
— a sweep. 
What else could it be for a New 
York Yankees team that is surely 
one of the greatest in baseball his- 
tory. 
Andy Pettitte and the Yankees 
put the finishing touch on their 
most dominant season by beating 
the San Diego Padres 3-0 Wednes- 
day night for a record 24th World 
Series championship. 
It was New York's second title in 
three years and its first sweep 
since 1950. The Game 4 victory 
gave the Yankees 125 wins — a 
total that ranks right up there with 
all the other big numbers put up in 
baseball this year. Their 114 regu- 
lar-season victories were the most 
ever for a champion. 
And it was a tribute to a team 
vastly different from all those other 
pinstriped winners. Without a 
Ruth. DiMaggio or Mantle among 
them — no certain Hall of Famers 
and no one even elected to start in 
the All-Star game this season — 
these Yankees posted a .714 win- 
ning percentage, the best in the 
majors since their Murderers' Row 
club of 1927. 
Pettitte shut out San Diego into 
the eighth inning while the Yan- 
kees hitters did Just enough to 
bring down ace Kevin Brown. 
Bernie Williams, perhaps play- 
ing his last game for New York, 
broke a scoreless tie with an RBI 
chopper In the sixth. In the sev- 
enth. Series MVP Scott Brosius 
singled home a run and surprising 
rookie Ricky Ledce hit a sacrifice 
fly. 
The Padres tried to rally in the 
eighth, when Tony Gwynn's eighth 
hit of the Series finished Pettitte. A 
single by Ken Caminiti off Mariano 
Rivera loaded the bases with two 
outs, but Jim Leyritz. a postseason 
hero in the past for the Yankees 
and San Diego, filed out to 
Williams. 
The sweep was the first since 
Cincinnati upset Oakland in 1990. 
and was the Yankees' seventh. 
Also. New York won its eighth 
straight Series game while the 
Padres lost their seventh in a row. 
For a team that led the AL in 
pitching and scoring, it was a com- 
plete performance that produced 
its seventh straight win in this 
postseason. 
Plus, perhaps the Yankees had 
something else going for them — 
inspiration from slugger Darryl 
Strawberry, out because of colon 
cancer. All the Yankees had his No. 
39 embroidered on their caps. 
Pettitte won Just six days after 
his father underwent heart bypass 
surgery, allowing five hits in 7 1 -3 
innings. It was reminiscent of his 
performance in Game 5 of the 
1996 World Series, when he beat 
Atlanta 1-0. 
Brown, who could not hold a 
three-run lead in the seventh 
inning of Game 1. took the loss. 
Rivera closed out his spectacu- 
lar postseason, getting the last 
four outs for his third save of the 
Series. Including the playoff wins 
over Texas and Cleveland, he 
pitched 13 1-3 scoreless innings 
and recorded six saves. 
Pettitte and Brown dueled even- 
^^w Yc±pk-*\ • Team finishes record 
^ WC.CJJ. season with 125 wins 
ly Into the sixth, when the Yankees 
moved ahead by the slightest of 
margins. 
Derek Jeter singled with one out 
and slumping Paul O'Neill dou- 
bled. Williams, the AL batting 
champion, hit a chopper in front of 
the mound that Brown barehand- 
ed. 
But Jeter quickly broke for 
home and Brown saw he had no 
play, getting the out at first. Jeter 
took no chances, sliding home and 
toppling Padres catcher Carlos 
Hernandez. 
Williams finished 1 -for-16 in 
the Series. He's eligible for free 
agency, and there's been talk that 
he might leave for Arizona. Col- 
orado or another club and a salary 
of more than S10 million a season. 
In the eighth. Jeter led off with 
a walk and O'Neill reached on an 
infield single. Both moved up on 
Williams' groundout and Brown 
intentionally walked Tino Martinez 
to load the bases. 
That brought up Brosius. 
acquired in the winter after hitting 
Just .203 last year for Oakland. 
The hero of Game 4 with two 
homers, he hit an RBI single. Bro- 
sius went 8-for-17 in the series 
with six RBIs. 
Ledee followed with a sacrifice 
fry. He finished 6-for-10 in three 
starts. 
Brosius and Ledee provided the 
last of several highlights for the 
Yankees this year, a season that 
included David Wells' perfect game 
and the debut of Orlando "El 
Duque" Hernandez. 
Brown retired the first 10 bat- 
ters in order with 96 mph fastballs 
and 94 mph sinkers, and breezed 
before running Into trouble in the 
fifth. 
Auoclated PICM 
Derek Jeter slides under the tag of San Diego catcher Chris Gomez In the sixth Inning on a 
Bernie Williams ground out. 
A single by Martinez and a dou- 
ble by rookie Ricky Ledee put 
Brown in trouble with one out, but 
he escaped by snaring Joe Girar- 
di's hard comebacker and coming 
back from a 3-1 count to strike out 
a swinging Pettitte. 
As if Brown and Pettitte needed 
any more help, the twilight start 
seemed to take its toll on hitters 
again. There was only one hit in 
the first three innings, compared 
with none in Game 3. 
The Padres managed to load the 
bases in the second when Jim 
Leyritz walked. Ruben Rivera hit a 
bouncer off the pitcher's glove for a 
single and. with two outs. Pettitte 
pitched around Chris Gomez, 
walking him on four pitches. 
Up stepped Brown, a decent 
.207 hitter this year, and he tried 
to surprise the Yankees with a 
bunt. Catcher Joe Girardi sprung 
out and grabbed the ball down the 
first-base line and made the play. 
Too. late. Brown singled cleanly 
to right-center in his next at-bat. 
Miami destroys BG; Condit wins 300 
Condit second coach to 
reach 300 against BG this fall 
□ Miami coach Car- 
olyn Condit bags win 
number 300 against the 
Falcon's. 
ByNICKHURM 
The BG News 
For the second time this sea- 
son a coach has recorded his or 
her 300th victory against a Bowl- 
ing Green team. 
Last time it was Joe Paterno 
who was carried to mid-field on 
the shoulders of his players. This 
tune in a much more subtle man- 
ner, Miami coach Carolyn Condit 
got her moment with Miami's 
win over the Bowling Green vol- 
leyball team, 15-10, 15-6,15-7. 
Despite the win, Condit was 
happier with the experiences she 
has had with her team through 
the years. 
"You know, a win is a win," 
said Condit. "Probably the most 
significant thing I've learned is 
that these young women are 
priceless and as long as they 
have fun together they are going 
tto learn how to excel." 
Condit believes having fun is 
a definite key for coaching. 
"It doesn't matter if it's my 
team or someone else's, as long 
as they enjoy the journey and 
have fun," she said. "It seems 
kind of trite but that's the biggest 
lesson for a coach to learn so it 
doesn't become too much work 
for them and they dread it." 
While Miami is riding on 
cloud nine with its undefeated 
record, BG is in a much different 
situation. 
"I don't know where the fire is 
right now," co-captain Heather 
Greig said. 
This is the best way to 
describe not only most of the 
quick three-game loss BG suf- 
fered, but also the last couple 
weeks for the Falcons. BG (11-12 
overall, 4-6 in the Mid American 
Conference) holds a losing 
record for the first time this sea- 
son. BG opened the game fired 
up, but as time continued the 
flame began to fizzle just a little 
bit at a time. 
"I thought it (the fire) was 
there the first game," BG coach 
Denise Van De Walle said. 
"When they scored four straight 
points to take the lead, I thought 
the fire burned out." 
Miami held the orange and 
brown to a dismal .053 attack 
percentage. 
Problems continue against 
teams with winning records 
BG Newi Photo/JASON SGGGS 
Miami volleyball coach Carolyn Condit coaches her team 
before earning her 300th win against the Falcons Wednesday. 
She and Penn State football coach Joe Paterno have recorded 
their 300th career victories against the Falcons this fall. 
□ Bowling Green con- 
tinues to have troubles 
against above .500 
teams. 
By MATT STEINER 
 The BG News 
Considering the season that 
the Falcon volleyball team is 
having, it is not surprising that 
Miami beat BG Wednesday. 
After all, Miami has proven 
thus far to be the top team of the 
Mid-American Conference. The 
RedHawks improved their con- 
ference record to 9-0 by downing 
the Falcons. Overall, the Red- 
Hawks are 17-4. 
Miami's three game sweep of 
BG continues a trend of feast or 
famine seen in many of BG's 
matches this season. Ihirtecn of 
the teams 23 matches have been 
decided in three games. 
"When the bright lights are on 
and it's gametime we have got to 
perform," BG assistant Tom 
Hanna said. "Tonight, we per- 
formed at times but made too 
many errors." 
If BG wants a shot at making 
and/or winning the MAC tour- 
nament, it will have to put teams ' 
such as Miami, Western Mich. (5- 
3 in the MAC), Akron (6-3) and 
Ohio (6-2) on the feast end of the 
spectrum. 
In a year full of ups and 
downs, the brown and orange 
have come up short when faced 
with challenging opponents such 
as Miami. BG's record is 11-12,4- 
6 in the MAC. Of their 11 victo- 
ries, only one has been at the 
expense of a winning team. 
"I didn't notice," coach Denise 
Van De Walle said. "I would 
never even look at that. We were 
having trouble putting teams 
away. But, tonight we never got 
to that position." 
The Marshall Thundering 
Herd is the only winning team • 
that BG has been able to defeat. 
Although they are over .500, the'. 
Herd has not been that thunder-', 
ing. Their 13-10 record, Z 4 in the ; 
MAC just barely qualifies as I 
"winning." 
While the majority of the Fal- 
con's losses have come at the 
hands of teams that have records 
over .500, losses to teams such as 
Eastern and Central Michigan, 
who have losing records, have 
added salt to the wounds. 
UPtouun Rediscover 
Remember, THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 
Neu' Prices     New Format      New Music 
BG's Original 
Dance Club 
Best Lights and Sound 
i     • i I ; i 
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Men's soccer ready for crucial MAC road tests 
□ This weekend will 
have a big impact on 
BG's tournament seed- 
ing. 
By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM 
 The BG News  
Mel Mahler called the upcom- 
ing weekend the most crucial of 
the season. 
He and the rest of the Bowling 
Green men's soccer players and 
coaches have every reason to 
look at things that way. 
These two Mid-American 
matches at Miami and Kentucky 
will have a big impact on BG's 
tournament seeding. 
The Falcons have their sights 
set on flying in on the Hawks 
and Cats and flying out with 
two crucial victories. BG invades 
Oxford Friday and Lexington 
Sunday. Both matches begin at 3 
p.m. 
"If we don't take care of busi- 
ness, we're seeded further 
down," Mahler said concerning 
the tournament outlook. "It's just 
going to make for a tougher 
climb through the MAC tourna- 
ment." 
BG currently resides in fifth in 
the MAC standings, at 2-2-1 for 
seven points and 6-6-2 overall. 
Miami is 3-11-0 overall and 1-4-0 
in the MAC, while Kentucky is 7- 
7-0 overall and 3-1-0 in the MAC 
with nine points, good for a 
three-way tie for second-place in 
the MAC with Northern Illinois 
and Buffalo. 
Despite Miami's poor record, 
Mahler considers the record 
deceiving, which isn't surprising 
considering the conference bal- 
ance. BG defeated the RedHawks 
7-0 at home last year. 
"They've had a lot of bad 
breaks," Mahler said. "They're in 
most every match. They always 
play well at home." 
As for Kentucky, Mahler said 
it's difficult to play at the Ken- 
tucky Soccer Stadium. The Wild- 
cats  won  the   regular  season 
game in the Canelands 2-1, 
before the Falcons bounced UK 
in the MAC tournament semifi- 
nals 1-0. But Mahler likes that in 
terms of getting his troops pre- 
pared for the quarterfinals and 
semifinals of the MAC tourna- 
ment in two weeks. Ian Collins' 
crew tends to play aggressive 
and physical, which can lead to 
dirty play at times. 
"It'll be good for some of the 
younger guys to get some experi- 
ence and get knocked around a 
little bit while not even playing 
the ball," BG's Chris Dore said. 
"It'll be interesting." 
The momentum from last 
weekend's pair of 3-0 victories 
over Eastern Michigan and 
Michigan State at Mickey 
Cochrane Field should help their 
trip down south. In both match- 
es, the Falcons' confidence 
seemed to rise to a season high as 
the men tasted their recipe for 
success that had carried them far 
in previous years. 
BG was scoring thanks to big 
breaks and the midfielders doing 
a nice job of passing the ball into 
the box in the attack zone. 
"We're just trying to get any- 
thing into the middle of the box 
to get more opportunities on 
goal," BG midfielder/forward 
Matt Johnson said. "We want to 
continue to do that." 
MSU put all of its players in 
the box on corner kicks forcing 
the BG kicker to kick the ball 
wide. 
BG has scored nine goals in its 
last four games, which is three 
more than it scored in its first 10 
games, so the Falcons appear to 
finally have some continuity in 
their play even without a domi- 
nant player at the wing midfield- 
er positions. Mahler and the 
coaching staff had been rotating 
many guys such as Chris Kraft, 
Tom Thomas, Mart Lyons and 
Mike Tinajero at the wing mid- 
fielder positions. 
The Falcons will be without 
the services of Johnson the rest of 
the season. Johnson suffered a 









Coach Mel Mahler. 
"If we don't take care of business, 
we're seeded further down. It's 
just going to make for a tougher 
climb through the MAC tourna- 
ment." 
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BG: 6-6-2 overall, 2-2-1 MAC 
Miami: 3-11-0 overall, 1-4-0 MAC 
Kentucky: 7-7-0 overall, 3-1-0 MAC 
• Falcons looking for third win in a row. 
"It's unfortunate for Matt," 
Mahler said of Johnson's situa- 
tion. "We had an opportunity to 
get him on the field and get him 
some playing time. At any time, 
an injury like that is never a good 
thing." 
Falcon football to work on defense this week 
□ The Falcons will 
focus on defense in 
preparation for Kent 
on Saturday. 
By TOD McCLOSKEY 
 The BG News  
It's rime for the stretch run for 
the Bowling Green football team. 
The Falcons (1-5, 1-3 Mid- 
American Conference) are com- 
ing off a two-game losing streak 
or. the road. And starting Satur- 
day at Doyt Perry Stadium, BG 
will have a three-game homes- 
tand against Kent, Marshall and 
Akron. 
BG is 1-1 at home this year 
with a win over Ohio and a loss 
to Central Florida. 
Coming home to Perry Stadi- 
um is a welcome thought for the 
BG offense. The Falcons scored 
31 and 35, against the Golden 
Knights and Bobcats, respective- 
iy- 
The other side of the ball is 
what concerns coach Gary Black- 
ney. The Falcons held the Bob- 
cats to seven points and posted a 
strong performance in a loss to 
Miami. 
But in Toledo, the Rockets rav- 
aged the BG defense for 433 total 
yards, 279 passing and 154 rush- 
ing. The Falcons are ninth in the 
MAC in total defense, giving up 
an average of 386.2 per game. 
"I think we played as poorly 
on defense as we've played in a 
long, long time," Blackney said, 
"except for Junior Williams, who 
played probably well enough for 
us to win." 
Williams had six tackles 
against the Rockets. 
Injuries 
Senior co-captain comerback 
Morty Bryce has turf toe and 
may not play against the Golden 
Flashes. 
With Bryce hurt Blackney is 
looking for an alternative in the 
back comer position. 
"We are trying to get Kenny 
Dobbs ready for that position 
(back corner)," he said. "But we 
are really thin in the secondary 
right now." 
Dobbs, a sophomore, has 
appeared in five games and has 
four tackles. 
Freshman tailback Godfrey 
Lewis is not hurt and will be 
ready for SaOturday's game, 
according to Blackney. Lewis 
was "bumped up" in Saturday's 
loss at Toledo with a high ankle 
sprain. He ran for 18 yards on 11 
carries. 
Turnovers 
Before    the    Toledo    game, 
"I think we played as poorly on defense 
as we've played in a hong, long time 
except for Junior Williams, who played 
probably well enough for us to win." 
Gary Blackney 
Head football coach 
Blackney said that the starting 
quarterback would not lose the 
game for BG. Sophomore quar- 
terback Ricky Schneider and the 
offense did not turn the ball over 
for the first time all year. 
But the Falcons remain 11th of 
12 teams with a minus six 
turnover margin. BG has gained 
seven turnovers, while giving up 
13 of its own. 
Price returns 
Hutchinson Junior College 
recruit Billy Price returns this 
week after a knee injury side- 
lined him since the spring prac- 
tice. Price led the team in 1997, 
posting 138 tackles in 10 games. 
CCHA top guns struggle 
BO New* Photo/JASON SUGGS 
Doug SchuoNor advance* the* puck up the Ice. 
□ It was a rough week 
for the CCHA's elite 
teams. 
By WILLIAM SANDERSON 
The BG News 
Michigan, Ohio State and 
Michigan State were picked to 
finish in the Central Collegiate 
Hockey Association in that 
order. This past weekend those 
teams struggled. 
Michigan's freshman goalie 
Josh Blackbum looked shaky in a 
narrow 6-5 overtime win against 
the Niagara Purple Eagles on Fri- 
day. Blackburn allowed all five 
of Niagara's goals, while making 
only 11 saves. 
The Wolverines lost to Nia- 
gara 2-1 on Saturday. Both games 
were played at Michigan's Yost 
Arena. 
Niagara is playing their first 
season as a division I team. 
Last year's surprise team, the 
Ohio State Buckeyes, lost to Fer- 
ris State on Saturday 4-2. 
The Buckeyes had beaten 
Lake Superior State 4-1 on Fri- 
day and were leading the Bull- 
dogs 2-0 through the second 
period when they suffered a hor- 
rendous third period. 
The game was highlighted by 
a disputed goal in which both 
the referee and the goal judge 
signaled a goal and then took it 
away. Apparently the goal was 
the result of a hand pass. 
Michigan State also suffered a 
surprise.    Western    Michigan, 
with six more players suspend- 
ed, tied them 1-1. 
It took a Joe Goodenow goal 
in the third period to avoid the 
loss. 
WMU goalie Matt Barnes 
made 36 saves on 37 shots. 
The Spartans recovered to win 
3-1 against Massachusetts- 
Amherst. 
Scoring leaders 
A trio of Notre Dame for- 
wards stand on top of the 
CCHA's overall scoring. Ben 
Simon leads the league with nine 
points. Brian Urick and Aniket 
Dhadphale are tied at eight 
points. 
They are part of the reason the 
Fighting Irish have gotten off to 
the quick start that they have 
with a 5-0 record overall and a 4- 
0 record in the CCHA. 
This week 
It is a big weekend for the 
Ohio State Buckeyes. OSU has 
struggled early to a record of 1-3 
overall and 1-1 in the CCHA. 
Friday they will try to get on 
track against undefeated Notre 
Dame. As if that's not enough, 
they have perennial powerhouse 
Michigan State on Saturday. 
The Buckeyes were picked to 
finish second in the CCHA 
coaches' and media polls. 
Other conference games this 
weekend include Michigan State 
v. Bowling Green on Friday. 
Michigan spends the weekend in 
Alaska, to play two against Fair- 
banks. 
Golf team heads to Dayton for final invitational of fall 
□ The Falcon golfers 
are ready for their last 
outing at Dayton. 
By DAN NIED 
The BG News 
The Falcon men's golf team 
has one last hurrah as the fall 
season comes to an end. 
After four successful tourna- 
ments, BG visits Dayton this 
weekend to take part in the Day- 
ton/Wright State Invitational. 
The Falcons hope to turn in a 
solid performance as a finale. 























New Member Class Officers-it 
Erin Durnbaugh oust 
Laura Hamrick "H™ 
Cindy Johnson ■!&■ 
Tcrcz Sholtis a|F 
Erin Jirousck jj|£ 
Lindscy Gcib TJF 
Natalie Flickinger 2ll2 
Lorri Hollcnbauch ■ 







Public Relations Coordinator 
Sunshine 
Ritual Coordinator 
Now Greek Council Representatives 
Kathleen Mumma, Lora Long, Tracy Williams 
Shiterhood Coordinator Meghan McLaughlin 
Intramurals Coordinator Shauna Gamble 
Philanthropy Coordinator Batina Tramaglino 
Empower Representative Dec Dee Panyasiri 
season," BG head coach Gary 
Winger said. "We need to put it 
all together in a tournament and 
play like we know we can." 
In competitions this season, 
BG has finished in the top 10 
three times, and the top five 
twice, including a first-place fin- 
ish at the St. Bonaventure Invita- 
tional. 
"We can play with the top 
level teams," Winger said. "We 
proved that in the last round at 
Xavier." 
Winger cited poor preparation 
for the slow start and said that 
changes in practice habits would 
take place. 
"We just did not work hard 
enough in the practice rounds 
and, as coach, I take the blame 
for that," he said. "A lot of it is 
my fault. We will be playing 
other courses in the area to pre- 
pare for the Dayton tourna- 
ment." 
He has devoted much of this 
year to finding the top five indi- 
viduals to lead the team in the 
spring   season   and   the   Mid- 
American Conference Champi- 
onship tournament. However, 
that has become more and more 
of a chore throughout the season. 
"I am not really sure who our 
best players are yet," Winger 
said. "There will be some lineup 
changes for the Dayton Tourna- 
ment." 
Apartment living NOT 
what you expected? 
• call now for Spring and Summer leasing 
• utilities Included 
• apace available Immedlatley 
• no rent payments during school breaks 
• semester leases 
• cloae to campus 
• on-slte laundry facility 
Call Newman Housing 
for details on hassle-free living! 
354-2191 
I I I 
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Women's soccer 
losses to MSU 
BG women's soccer dropped a 
5-1 decison to the Michigan State 
Spartans on Wedsday. 
Stephanie Heller scored the 
first goal of the game and the 
only goal for the Falcons at the 
68:54 mark of the second period. 
From that point on MSU dom- 
inated. Jessica Moorman scored a 





CLEVELAND INDIANS— Re-aaWgned 1B- 
OF coach Al Bumbry. INF coach Johnny Goryl 
and pitching coach Mark Wiley within the 
organization. 
National League 
HOUSTON ASTROS—Named Paul Riccia- 
rini coordinator of professional scouting and 
Tom Romensko special assignment scout. 
SAN FRANCISCO GIANTS—Exercised 
their 1999 options on 3B Charlie Hayes and 
RHP Julian Tavare/ Declined to exercise their 
1999 option on RHP Orel Hershiser 
BASKETBALL 
National Basketball Association 
NEW YORK KNICKS-Named Peter Fei- 
gin director of marketing partnerships. 
FOOTBALL 
National Football League 
NFL—Fined Tampa Bay LB Hardy Nicker- 
son $7,500 for spitting on Carolina FB William 
Floyd. 
JACKSONVILLE JAGUARS—Signed RB 
Zack Crockett off waivers from Indianapolis 
Released LB Jeff Kopp 
MINNESOTA   VIKINGS-Extended    the 
contracts of offensive coordinator Brian Billuk. 
defensive backs coach Richard Solomon, 
strength and conditioning coach Sieve Wettel. 
running backs coach Carl Hargrave, lineback- 
ers coach Trent Walters, special teams coach 
Gary Zauner, defensive coordinator Foge 
Fazio, quarterbacks coach Chip Myers, line- 
backers coach Tom OUvadotti. offensive line 
coach Mike Tke. assistant strength and condi- 
tioning coach Jeff Friday, tight ends coach Dave 
Atkins, coaching assistant Wade Harman, 
defensive line coach Andre Patterson and wide 
receivers coach Hubbard Alexander, through 
the 1999 season 
NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS—Signed WR 
Sir Mawn Wilson to the practice squad. 
HOCKEY 
National Hockey league 
MONTREAL CANADIENS—Agreed to 
terms with F Martin Rucinsky and F Brian Sav- 
age on two-year contracts. 
TAMPA BAY UGHTNING— Named Cliff 
Fletcher senior advisor to the general manager 
Tennis teams in final 
competition for fall season 
□ The BG women's 
tennis team finished 
strong at Individuals. 
By DAVE TRUMAN 
The BG News 
Falcon tennis is down to its 
final act of the fall season. 
The men's team was led by 
youth in the Kentucky Invita- 
tional Friday and Saturday when 
its senior co-captains were 
unable to compete. The women 
finished off their season with a 
strong showing in the MAC Indi- 
vidual Invitational over the 
weekend. 
Freshmen Vitek Wild and 
Mike Kossoff each went S-l in 
singles action in the third and 
fourth flights, respectively. 
Sophomore Ben Ashford also 
posted a 3-1 record in the sev- 
enth flight in what Bowling 
Green coach Jay Harris called the 
team's toughest tournament of 
the fall. 
Team co-captain Radu Bartan 
did not make the trip to Lexing- 
ton due to illness and co-captain 
Matt Wiles played only one 
match. Both players were in 
Austin, Texas until Wednesday 
for the ITA Men's All-American 
Championships. 
Harris felt his team played 
very well even without a com- 
petitor in the top flight, where 
Bartan would have been. 
"Vitek had an awesome win 
and two great wins, and his loss 
was to a guy from Kentucky who 
is among the top 100 players in 
the country," Harris said. "That 
was probably his best tourna- 
ment of the fall. Mike had a great 
tournament as well. He really 
dug down deep in his last match. 
He made two big jumps in his 
game during that match." 
Kossoff trailed 1-4 in the final 
set before battling back and win- 
ning five straight points and the 
match (0-6, 6-4, 6-4). 
Ashford's bag was stolen on 
Saturday before his last singles 
match, according to Harris. He 
had to borrow a racket and shoes 
from teammates but easily 
defeated his opponent, 6-0, 6-0. 
All three BG doubles teams 
went 1-2. 
Play resumes Nov. 6 for the 
men when ITA Rolex Regionals 




was in Kala- 
mazoo, Mich. 
for its final 
action of the 
fall. Ashford 
Two Falcons, Abby Bratton 
and Devon Bissinger, finished 
undefeated in singles play and 
won their flights while two oth- 
ers posted 2-1 marks. 
"Overall, we played well as a 
team," Bratton said. "We worked 
hard in the fall and are definitely 
ready for the spring." 
Bratton finished up the fall 11- 
2 in singles play with a 5-1 
record in the biggest tourna- 
ments of the year, the MAC tour- 
ney and the Ohio State Invita- 
tional. 
"Abby has a year behind her 
and she is getting very confi- 
dent," BG coach Penny Dean 
said. "She played a lot of match- 
es in the number one flight last 
year and a few in the number 
two. This year she is playing in 
the third flight, so that experi- 
ence is really helping her. She 
has confidence in what she can 
do with her game and she does- 
n't try to make shots that she 
doesn't have." 
Bratton said her offseason 
work has contributed to her con- 
fidence level increase. 
"I worked pretty hard over 
the summer," Bratton said. 
"Playing with members of the 
team helped out my confidence." 
Bratton also said the wins at 
the Ohio State tournament 
helped out at the MAC Individu- 
als. She defeated one player from 
OSU and another from Indiana. 
Bissinger improved her fall 
mark to 10-3 by winning the 
sixth flight. 
"Devon hasn't played up to 
her potential in singles most of 
the fall but she reallv caught fire 
this weekend," Dean said. "She 
got past her nervousness and 
started moving her feet and fol- 
lowing through. She has played 
well in doubles all year." 
Erika Wasilewski won her 
first two matches before being 
edged by Eastern Michigan's 
Simone Duhme (7-6, 6-0) in the 
second flight title match. 
Dean said Duhme is a great 
player and Wasilewski played 
GO FALCONS! 
Enjoin the BG News 
^ 402 E. Wooster St c„ 
<&*        352-BUTT       *s& 
Across from Taco Bell 
her very tough. 
"That last set was more like a 
6-3 loss than a 6-0 loss," she said. 
"She (Duhme) got more confi- 
dent with a set under her belt 
and it was a mental struggle for 
Erika. She did not have an easy 
match that whole tournament." 
Falcon Deidee Bissinger lost 
her first match in three sets 
before winning twice to take the 
consolation title in the fourth 
flight. 
BG posted a combined 7-2 
record in doubles with Devon 
Bissinger and Tracy Howitt win- 
ning the third flight. Deidee 
Bissinger and Wasilewski took 
second place in the second flight 
and Meghan Rhodes and Abby 
Bratton won the consolation title 
in the top flight. 
Dean said Rhodes' 0-2 record 
in singles could be deceiving 
because she played against the 
best players in the tournament. 
Rhodes played Eastern Michi- 
gan's Jean Kansuthi tougher 
than anyone in the tournament, 
according to Dean. Kansuthi was 
undefeated in the top flight and 
edged Rhodes 7-5, 6-2. 
The team will continue to 
practice through next week and 
then will condition to prepare for 
the spring season. 
f\     f\     t\     f\     *\    f\ 
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Nation*! Hockey League Ohio High School Football Poll 
EASTERN CONFERENCE DIVISION i 
Atlantic Division                W               L T PM 
Philadelprua                           4               0 1 9 1. Clevc St Ignatius (17) 6- 
322 
Pittsburgh                               2                1 1 5 2, Upper Arlington (16) 7-0 317 
NY. Wander.                        2               3 






New Jersey                        1             3 0 2 4. Canton McKmley (1)5-1 22S 
Northeast Division            W               L T Pta 5. Cm Coleratn (1)7-0 180 
Toronto                              3             1 1 7 
Boston                                      3               2 1 7 6. Shaker Hts 7-0 166 
Ottawa                               3             1 0 6 7, Fremont Ross 74) 128 
Buffalo                               2             1 1 5 
Montreal                            3             2 1 7 
8, Warren Harding 6-1 113 
Southeast Division            W               L T PM 9.Tol St Francis 6-1 76 
Florida                                     2                0 2 6 10. Grove City 6-1 36 
Washington                            2                2 1 5 
Carolina                             1             1 3 5 
Tampa Bay                         1             4 1 3 Others receiving 12 or more points II, Gahanna Lincoln 34 12, Cen- 
WESTERN CONFERENCE 
Central Division             W              L T Pta lerville 27 13, Cin St Xavier 21 14. WestervUle South 14. 15. Logan 13. 
Detroit                               4              1 0 8 DIVISION n 
Chicago                            3              2 0 6 1. Chardon (19) 7-0 322 
Nashville                          1              3 1 3 
St. Louis                           I              2 1 3 2,Zanesville(ll)6-0 304 
Northwest Division          W               L T Pis 3, Tiffin Columbian (2) 7-0 216 
Vancouver                        3             2 0 6 
Edmonton                         3             3 0 6 4, Kings Mills Kings (1)7-0 186 
Calgary                             1             3 1 3 5, Unionlown Lake (1) 7-0 163 
Colorado                          0             4 1 1 6,Chillicothe(l)6-l 137 
Pacific 1 )i. i               W             I T PM 
Dallas                              3              1 1 7 7. Niles McKmley 6-1 106 
Los Angeles                     2              1 2 6 8, New Carlisle Tecumseh 7-0 97 
Phoenix                                 2                 1 0 4 
Anaheim                          1              3 0 2 9. Cm. Roger Bacon 6-1 87 
San lose                           0             3 1 1 10, Lebanon 6-1      75 
Tuesday's Games 
Carolina 3, Vancouver 1 
N Y Rangers 3. Edmonton 2 Others receiving 12 or more points 11. E 1 jverpool 48 12. Celina 39. 
Philadelphia 3. San lose 1 13, Mayfield 36 14. Svlvama Southview M. IS. Madison 20.16, Barberton 
Dallas 3. Calgary 1 
Wednesday's Games 19   17, Dover 16 18, Mentor LakeCalh   13. 
Vancouver 2, Washington 1 DIVISION m 
Montreal 3, Ottawa 2 
Tampa Bay % Pittsburgh 0 
I. Coy. Falls Walsh Jesuit (28) 7-0              347 
Edmonton 4. N V Islanders 2 2. Cols DeSales(3)6-l 232 
Los Angeles 1, Florida 1 3. Akron Hoban 7-0 220 
Detroit S, Nashville 2 
Boston at Anaheim, 10 30 p m 4, Thomville Shendan 7-0 219 
Thursday'! Games 5. Youngs. Mooney (1) 6-1 185 
St Louis at Ottawa, 7.10pm 
NY Islanders at NY Rangers. 7:30 p.m. 6, Jackson (1)7-0   171 
New Jersey al Philadelphia. 7 30 pm 7, Beloil W Branch (2) 6-1 114 
San )ose at Chicago. 8 30 p m 
8. Minerva 6-1       99 
Phoenix at Dallas, 8 30 p m 
Friday's Garnet 9, Trenton Edgcwood (1) 7-0 96 
Montreal at Washington, 7 p.m. 10, Poland Seminary 6-1 79 
Philadelphia at Tampa Bay, 7:05 p.m. 
Florida at Buffalo, 7.30 p.m. 
New Jersey al N Y Rangers. 730 p m. Others receiving 12 or more points  11. Shelby 44   12, Wintcrtville 
St. Louis at Detroit, 8 pm 
Indian Creek 24 13, Strulhers 21 14, Portsmouth 19 15. Avon lake 14 16 
Toronto at Calgary, 9pm 
Boston at Los Angeles, 10:30 pm (he). Hunting Valley L'niv School. Pomeroy Meigs 13. 18. Eaton 12. 
liMli»iMiMk«.l:ldi'iM,'I!II..HH.iim!k- 
OCT. 21st THRU 24th. 
Brand Name lire 
flPFIM I l\IGs Senrice sPecials U LIV Ml %M AT OUR NEW B.G. TIREMAN 
AUTO SERVICE CENTERS 
10 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS! 
BOWLING GREEN LOCATION   ^MSoulh Main!Street 
(Across from FoodTown) OOZ'D m OO 
'• 
t      I 
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PERSONALS 
CAMPUS EVENTS 
"H»nvnd»f to all 
po»w«alGotd«nK«y 
NMond Honor Society MftrntwiV 
Th« d*Kfina lor membership 
iiOa 25ih 
Al applications must ba 
postmarked by Oct 25th. 
Be a leader' Be a helper! Be a friend' 
Be a RESIDENT ADVISOR'" 
It's a great way to meet new people, gain prac- 
tical skills. A have lun in the process. 
Applications will be given out at the follow- 
ing Information sessions: 
Sun..   Nov.    i   Harshman   Community   Rm 
800pm 
Mon., Nov. 2 Prout 1st floor Lounge 4.00pm 
Tue.. Nov. 3 Kreischer 9 o'clock dining room, 
0:30pm 
Wed., Nov. 4 115 Education Bldg 8 00pm 
Thur.. Nov 5 Mac Countryside Rm 930pm 
CLUB BASEBALL 
New Players Meeting 
Sun Oct 25.9pm, 116 BA 
Education Abroad Fair 
Thursday. October 22 
11:00am-3:00pm 




The 1998 Key Yearbook is here 
If you pre-ordered a book or would like K> pur- 
chase one now, come to 28 West Hal (base- 
ment)   Office  hours  are   1-4   M-Th  or  can 
372-8088. 
Need ■ break from the Friday routine? 
Come lo the Lenhart Grand Ballroom this Fri- 
day at 10pm for a mght of swing danang and 
mocktaiis Admission is free and open to the 
public Questions' Contact the Wellness Con 
nectonat372 WELL 
Pumpkin Decorating 
For  hospital  children.  Monday. October 26 
8-iipm  Harshman's E-Room. Pumpkins and 
supplies provided Sponsored by BACCHUS 
CITY EVENTS 
Don't miss this one' Rugs. McCoy pottery. 80s 
LP records, m.sc items. 10 Baker Dr in BG. 
Fnday 10/23 9-5. & Sat. KV24 9-3  
SERVICES OFFERED 
GEAR FOR THE WILDE RNESS 
Backpacks, Tents. Sleeping bags. Hiking 
Boots. Canoes. Kayaks, Roof Rakes, etc 
Tnpe ft Clinics; Backpacking. Canoemg 
And Kayaking, The Canoe Shop A 
Blackswamp Outfitters 140 S River Rd 
Walervile. OH 43586 419-878-3700 
WWW THE CANOE SHOP COM 
Learn guitar: Jason Quick Freelance) Musi- 
ciarvinstructor with master's degree from 
BGSU. For more info, contact creative arts 
program 372-8177. 
Pregnant? Free pregnancy tests 
Confidential ft caring 
354-4673. BG Pregnancy Center. 
SKYDIVE   NOW    End   of   season   special 
$100.00 lor student through Oct   10 rmnutes 
from   BGSU  campus.   Vaa/MvC  accepted 
SKYDIVE BG 352-5200 
See whats new 
in the news!! 
'CERTIFIED ANGUS BEEF 
BaB 
Truck and Auto Repair 
10°o Discount 
w  Student ID 
• OH Change $19.99* 
'most vehicles 
• Low Shop Rates 
• Engine Service 
• Transmission Work 
• Brakes 
13040 Bishop Rd 
Bowling Green. OH 
153-2926 
Free Towing it we 
do the job! 
' Anil) cmZ-j 





Jolnl speaker meeting 
Thurmday. October 22 
7:10pm BA 114 
AGO AGO AGO 
Tha sisters ol Alpha Gamma Delta would like 
ID congratulate Terez Sholtis on being elected 
finance chair on the new Greek Council Keep 
up the great work1 
AGO AGO AGO 
Brother Word Processor with monitor Can 
Beth at 353-2308  
Campus World Travel. Spring Break Travel. 
Panama City $i99Aveok. Cancun »349/air 
included.  Jamaica  *459/air  included   Can 
3527889. 
Catch aU the latest action in Falcon athletics1 
Watch Chris Stipes. Mike Leonard, and Ste- 
phanie Kazel weekdays on BG 24 news! Turn 
to cable channel 24 everyday at 5:30. 10:30. 
and 7:30 am 
CRUELTY-FREE Health S Beauty aids. Can- 
dles, Crystals. Incense, Books. Music and 
morel ALTERNATIVES. 131 W Woosler in 
BGi Home ol the WITCHES' BALLI Can 
352 7333 for infol 
El Ola de los Muerloa 
Celebrate this traditional Mexican holiday with 
tood and lun at the Honors Association Gen- 
eral Meeting, held in One Honors Center (lo- 
cated m Kreischer below the Sundial) Monday. 
October 26 ai 9:15pm 
Friday's and Saturday's 
at KAMIKAZE'S 
80s and 90s dance 
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE BY 3PM tN 130 
PERRY FIELD HOUSE OCT 28 M&W SIN- 





The 1998 Key Yearbook is here 
II you pre-ordered a book or would like lo pur- 
chase one now, come to 28 Wesl Hall (base- 
ment)   Office hours are  1-4 M-Th or cal 
3728086  
MEETING DATE CHANGED' 
The nest Collegiate 4-H meeting will 
be Thursday at 7:00pm m 
the Anderson Dorm Lobby. Be 
prepared lo carve pumpkins lor 
the nursing home' Everyone is invited 
PHI MU - PHI MU • PHI MU 
Lisa, 
I hope you are excited 
For tonight we are united' 
Wednesday's at KAMIKAZE S 
Karaoke with Rich Mchels 
Irom 10-2 
WITCH STORE??Wetl. yes Tarot. Crystals. 
Incense, Oils, Candles. Books, and other items 
lor your mind and body. ALTERNATIVES. 131 
W. Woosler St, 352-7333 
WITCHESS BALL WITCHES-S BALL 
Big costume parly in the big basement of 
Alternatives Costume contests Preview of 
Alternatives coming Vegetarian Restaurant! 
Drum circle bring rhythm instruments il ya got 
'em Mini psychic readings Did we mention 
great rood? Tickets of 2.50 al Altarna- 
tlvea-131 W. Woosler 352-7333 or 3 00 al tie 
doorleis you in on Oct 3is! lor aK this Irom 
■ 9pm'ill the wee hours! 
Your Undeniable Student Rights 
•7: You have the nght lo be assertive when en- 
forcing your student rights 
Questions'' Call 372-WELL 
Wellness Connection 
170 Health Center 
WANTED 
2 sublease's needed tor spring semester. 2 
bdrm.. 1 1/2 bath turn. apl. $5207mo. Contact 
Gregor Ken al 353-2355. 
Couple w/ 40lb. dog seeking an apt. or house 
wryard. Can alford 1500/month or less Call 
Karyn or Justin 0353-5268. 
Female subieaser needed Spring semester 
Own room. 353-5190. 
HELP WANTED 
$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars 
For info al 203-319-2802 
love. ??? 
PHI MU ■ PHI MU • PHI MU 
PHI MU ■ PHI MU - PHI MU 
A-ia-G.-i 
Love, m 
Tonight you wil finally see. 
Who exactly it is I be 
PHI MU • PHI MU • PHI MU 
piPHrpiPHrpiPHi 
The sisters ol Pi Beta Phi 
would like to congratulate 
Julie Sheppard on her initiation 
mlo Order o! Omega 
PI PHI • PI PHI • PI PHI 
Pre-Pald Phone Cards 
$.i3aminute-anytime/anywhere 
Cal Jelf lor Card * Inlo 
353-4176 leave message 
PSYCHICReadings a Astrology. Also goods 
lor Health Conscious. Pagan. Wiccan A other 
Alternative living ALTERNATIVES. 131 W 
Woosler St. here m BG 352 7333 
Thursday's at KAMIKAZE'S 
Dimers from 7-9 pm 
Dollar pitchers all nightlong 
Tuesday s at KAMIKAZE'S 
swing coming.... 
USMC OFFICER PROGRAMS 
College Students-All Maters 
Summer internship al Officer Candidate 
School-NO school year requirements 
Now accepting applications 
Call 1-800-892-7318 
We're reedy to be loving parents. Eager to 
adopt a baby. Our lamiry can give a child a life- 
time of happiess. security and most importan 




United Parcel Service 
$8.50-9.50 hr 
Monday thru Fnday 
20-25 Hours per week 
Immediate positions available 
on the 
•Midnight shift 
10 30pm-3 30am 
Call 891 6820 
tor more information 
EOEfvVF 
ABSOLUTE SPRING BREAKS 2 FREE TRIPS 
ON ONLY 15 SALES and EARN $$$$ Ja 
mates. Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, Padre' Low 
Pnces' Free Meals. Parlies & Meals' "Limited 
O I I • r ■ • 
1800-426-771 Owwwsunsplashtours com 
Babysitter needed Mon.'s. 7:30am-5:30pm in 
our home Non-smoker, good rel.. willing to 
transport children to events 3 boys ages 5. 3. 
$5 mo. 419- 661-9139 
BLAKELY CARE CENTER has a part time re 
lief cook position available l -7:30pm shift, and 
a part-time dietary aide position open 
47 30pm shift Musi be willing lo rotate week- 
ends. Hourly attendance bonus. 90 day wage 
increase, and annual wage increase offered 
Please apply m person 8am-2pm. Biakely Care 
Center. 600 Sterling Or. North Baltimore. Of 
45872 
Dispatcher   Assistant   needed    in   Wayne 
Prolossional office m a smoking environment 
4pm-12pm  Starling pay $6 50/hr  Call Staff 
mark at 353 9425. EOE MfF LW  
Earn extra money In your spare lime call 
Mike t>* 19-423-2623 Irom 6pm 8pm    
Established company looking to fill Sales Man 
ager positions. Send resume lo PO Box 4, 
Jerry City. OH 43437. 
FREE CO HOLDERS, T-SHIRTS 
PREPAID PHONE CARDS 
EARN $1000 PART-TIME 
ONCAMPUS JUST CALL 
I 800 932 0528 X 64 
GIBSON BURG HEALTH CARE CENTER 
A JCAHO Accredited LTC Rehab Center 
Is currently seeking 
RN Weekend Supervisors 
For 7A-7P S 7P-7A 
This position w* provide excellent salary (mod 
died Baylor plan) or beneliu. Corporate sup 
port and training, with potential tor advance- 
ment 
Fax 4l»637 2555: Or apply at 
355 Windsor Lane 
Gibsonburg. OH 43430 
Find It In 
The BG News! 
Don't go ban 
tookina for a 
TO live// 
«# 
anagernent still has 
apartments available 
Campus Manor 
313 N. Main 
113 Railroad St. (next to Kinko's) 
3S2-9302 
Mon-Fri3-5   Sat 8-12 
GIBSONBURG HEALTH CARE CENTER 
A JCAHO Accr*dil«d LTC Rehab Center 
la currently seeking STNA's 
For3P-1lP 
Excellent salary A Dene Ms 
For M time status. 
Please apply at: 
355 Windsor Lane 
Gibsonburg, OH 43430. 
Hmnp. staff tor grassroots campaign to protect 
environmental laws and fight corporal* greed. 
* casual wort, environment' 
" 4-10 pm.M-F {3 days mini mum) 
*$50/day 
Call 666 4463 to schedule an interview 
MAKE EASY MONEY! GO ON SPRING 
BREAK FOR FREEI USA Spring Break offers 
Cancun. Bahamas, Jamaica and Florida pack- 
ages and is currently accepting applications tor 
campus    sales    representatives.    Call 
1 -666 SPRING BREAK 
Office cleaning eves. 10-15 hrsJwk. Own 





Hickory Farms is now hiring fuU and part-time 
seasonal Order E ntry personnel to input orders 
into our order processing system Positions are 
open now through December on day. evening 
and third shift, during the week and on week- 
ends. $75 per hour shift differential on third 
shift. Must have basic computer and typing 
skills Positions are also open tor customer 
service and clerical personnel Attendance in- 
centives, generous employee discount, and 
professional supervision Apply in person al 
our corporate offices Mon -Fn from 
9 00am700pm   SATURDAYS   1000am   to 
2 00pm Hickory Farms. 1505 Holland Hd. 
Maumee, OH 43537 EOE. 
Paid Marketing Internship* 
Campus Street Reps. Wanted 
To market and promote 
animalhouse.com, the ultimate 
online college community. Email us 
at campus«8>an.ma)house com or caR 
eOO-254-6433 
Part-lime Student Employment 
Are you looking lor part-time employment of 15 
hours plus per week withm walking distance to 
BGSU campus' Interested in working various 
unskilled jobs m assembly, packaging, etc.? 
Rate of pay is S5.15 per hour Apply in person 
between the hours of 9 00am and 5:00pm 
(Mon.-Fri.) at' Advanced Specialty Products. 
Inc 428 Clough St BG OH 43402 
Pi-time sanitation crew needed. $6.00 per hr. 
$700 after one month. Evenings ft flenble 
schedule Apply at Greenlme Produce 12700 
DiiieHgwy.BG OH 43402  
SPRING BREAK 99! 
Cancun * Nassau " Jamaica * Mazatlan ' 
Acapulco   '   Bahamas Cruise  '  Florida   ' 
South Padre Travel Free and make lots of 
Cash! 
Top reps are offered full-time staff Jobs. 
Lowest price Guaranteed Call now for de- 
tails ! www.classlravel.com 800/836-6411 
SPRING BREAK PLAN NOW 
Cancun, Jamaica, Mazatlan. 
ftS Padre. Free Meals A Free 
Parses. Campus sales reps 
wanted. Earn free trips .cash 
1 600 SURFS UP 
www.studenteipress.com 
Spnng Break WSell trips, earn cash, ft go 
free111 Student Travel Services is now hiring 
campus reps/group organizers. Lowest rates 
to Jamaica. Mexico, ft Florida. Call 
1 800*48-4649. 
TRIPLE A STUDENT PAINTERS ARE NOW 
HIRING ENTREPRENUERS FOR THE 1999 
SUMMER. EARN 6000-10000 NEXT SUM- 
MER (3000.00 IS GUARANTEED) MUST BE 
HARD WORKING AND MOTIVATED A 
GREAT RESUME BUILDER. CURRENTLY 
HIRING ON A FIRST COME FIRST QUALI- 
FIED BASIS TERRITORIES OPEN ACROSS 
THE STATE. CALL 1 -600 669-9346 
Want organized, responsible swim coach for 
Frndtay HS. $2500 ♦ travel for four month. Con- 
tact Chns at 422-5590 immediately        
FOR SALE 
67 Olds Calais 
Great condition w/ AM/FM CD player 
$ 1500/OBO C al 1353- 7 226 
AAAA.i Early Spring Break Specials' Baha- 
mas Party Ousel 6 Days $2791 Includes Most 
Meals' Awesome Beaches, Nightlife) Departs 
from Florida' springbreaktravel.com 
1-600-676-6366 
AAAA.i Early Specials! Cancun ft Jamaica! 7 
nights Air A hotel From $399> Includes Free 
food. Drinks. Parties1 sprmgbreaktravel.com 
i 600^78-6386.  
AAAA.i Early Specials' Panama City1 Room 
with kitchen $129> Includes 7 Free Parties1 
Daytona $149 New Hotspot South Beach 
$1291 Cocoa Beach $U9> springbreak 
p-avel.com t-800-678 6366 
AAAA.I Spnng Break Travel was ' of 6 small 
businesses m the US recognized by (he Coun- 
al of Better Business Bureaus for outstanding 
ethics tn the marketplace1 springbreak- 
travei com 1 -600-678-6366 
Kelp Wanted 
tll-7117 





Apple color style writer 1500 color printer 
1H20) Apple multiple scan 15 in display color 
monitor ($120) Hewlett Packer desk rel 660 
(SI 00) Call 354 8513 or IS 
con9bgnetbgau.edu. 
Fully loaded'88 Grand Pn« Askings 1500 Cat 
353-5107. 
Hewlen Packard  color   pnnier    S1S0.   OBO 
354-7158  
Ibanez 7 stnng electric guitar. Mnl condition 
$1200 or best Oder wiib case Call Chad @ 
373^)242 
Nutritional Supplements 
Brand names, best pnces 
Omega Nutrition Supply 
(419)866-8184. 
Pnmestar 
Lowest Install Guaranteed 
$49 00^98 00 one ime payment 
$25 99 programming. Rebates 
Maintenance Free Speoal Oner? 
Call Nowl I 800 580-2765 
FOR RENT 
"98-00SV . 2nd sem Lease 99' 
Houses and Apis 
Listing Avail 316 E. Merry »3 
Can mall listings 
Please can 353-0325 
1 fm sbl. needed tor beautiful 3 bdm home on 
E. Woosler. Immediately or spring sem. 
353-9271 SlephH  
1 Subieaser Needed 
Spnng semester, dose to campus. Clean, af- 
fordable, and lunl New Frazee Apis Call Kelly 
9352-6731. 
2 BDRM turn apt dose lo campus 
Includes uMDes. grad students 
welcome 353-5074 
2 bdrm. apt.. 2 (ul baths. 1-4 sublsrs.. spring 
semester. Close to campus $550/mo. Cal 
353-1284  
2 bdrm. furnished apts 
3527454 
217 South College- IS blocks Irom Hanna 
Hall, 3 BR House, tenants pay al ucl. sec. 
dep . $525/mo. Available immedialely. 
For more Information or lo sign a lease, 
contact Arbor Enterprises el 3542854 
Locally owned end managed. 
3-BDRM home near campus, avail now. 
$625.mo,353 7547  
MrF subieaser needed. Own room w/ washer 
and dryer units   Availabe immed  or Spr   se- 
mester.   S188/mo    •   util    Call   Carrie   & 
352 4136.  
Needed 1-2 roommates for remainder ol aca- 
demic year. 710 Hamilton, Apt D. New kitchen, 
furnished, rent is extremely negotiable. Con- 
tacljr at 354 7376  
Owner (fluent in Spanish) will share large turn, 
house in BG with 2 students. Preferred grad. 
students, exchange students, professors. 
Large bedrooms, 2 wood burning fireplaces, 
laundry, kitchen, large wooded property. $300 
ind. all utilities. Avail. Jan. 352-5523. leave 
message. 
Room for rent. 
201 S. College Or 
Please call 352 3472 
Rooms for rent in BG home 
Grad males pre I 
354-6701 or 352-1631 Leave message 
Subieaser or leasers ASAP for ig 1 bdrm apt 
Lots of close! space. $340'mo. plus elec Call 
352-1516. 
NcwIovcRcalfg Rentals 
• H7Lchmcn, I Mr.. Double 
Living Room. $435/mnlh. 
*2llw\rVfc5lRecd,IBdr.by 
Cily PorH, $335/mnlh. 
*524 6ttiSt.Apt.#3.2Bdr. 
Free gas heat, water, and 
sewer Avail. In December 
KWVrnnlh. 
* I27S. nain. Bcauliful 
fficicncg located Dcwnlown 
$255Vmnlx. 
VISIT OUR NEW WEBSITE: 
nl1pyAvwwjTewk)veiToltu.coiT\ 
332 South Main Street 




3   C/) 
Management Inc. 
NEW NEW NEW NEW 
Hillsdalc Apt> ■ 1,243 bdrms. Avail Jan 






2IS E Poe Rd-1 bdrml Evergreen Apis), 
very spacious, laundry on site rent stans 




215 E Poe Rd -Studios 
(Evergreen Apis (.laundry on site, mils 
included in the rent-Avail Jan 5th 1999 




For complete listings-<le»ses starting 
Jan. l999orSpring/F»ll(l999-2000) 
stop hy our office at 1043 N. Main 
St. or call 353-5800. Also check us 
out on the web. 
www.wcnel.org/~iTietct  
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